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ABSTRACT
Ferritic superalloys strengthened by coherent ordered NiAl B2-type
precipitates are promising candidates for ultra-supercritical steam-turbine
applications, due to their superior resistance to creep, coarsening, oxidation, and
steam corrosion as compared to Cr ferritic steels at high temperatures.
Combined computational and experimental tools have been employed to
investigate the interrelationships among the composition, microstructure, and
mechanical behavior, and provide insight into deformation micromechanisms at
elevated temperatures.
Self and impurity diffusivities in a body-centered-cubic (bcc) iron are
calculated using first-principles methods. Calculated self and impurity diffusivities
compare favorably with experimental measurements in both ferromagnetic and
paramagnetic states of bcc Fe. The calculated impurity diffusivities of W and Mo
are larger than the self diffusivity of Fe, mainly owing to the lower activation
energies.
The microstructural attributes of NiAl-type B2 precipitates are investigated
in several designed ferritic superalloys. Ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering in
conjunction with transmission electron microscopy is employed to quantify the
average size, size distribution, inter-particle spacing, and volume fraction of the
primary precipitates. It is observed that as the Al amount increases from 4 to 10
mass%, there is a decrease in the average inter-particle spacing and average
particle diameter. An alloy with 6.5 weight percent Al exhibits the optimal creep
resistance and an associated maximum Orowan stress at 973 K. The
dislocations-particle interaction mode during the secondary creep regime is
identified as a combination of Orowan looping and dislocation climb.
In-situ neutron diffraction experiments during tensile and creep
deformations reveal the intergranular and interphase load-sharing mechanisms
during plastic deformation at elevated temperatures. The change of deformation
mechanisms from dislocation slip below 773 K to power-law creep above 873 K
is well captured by the evolution of the different lattice strains. High-temperature
deformation above 873 K is possibly assisted by the relaxation processes, e.g.,
grain-boundary sliding and/or diffusional flow along grain boundaries and matrixparticle interfaces. The evolution of lattice strains during high-temperature
deformation is further verified by crystal-plasticity finite-element simulations.
The significant findings in the present work provide the crucial baseline
information for further alloy optimization and improvement in high-temperature
creep resistance of ferritic superalloys.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Currently, the operating temperature of fossil energy power plants in US is
below 943 K. The thermal efficiency of energy conversion from burning coal to
electricity can be improved by more than 5%, if the steam temperature and
pressure are adjusted from the normal condition (814 K/3500 psi/25 MPa) to the
ultra supercritical (USC) condition (1033 K/5500 psi/35 MPa), as illustrated in
Figure 1 [1]. A higher efficiency is beneficial to greater saving in fuel and less
environment pollution attributed to CO2 emission. Even a 1% efficiency increase
can reduce 1,000,000 tons of CO2 emission to the atmosphere over the lifetime
of an 800 MW plant [2]. However, higher plant efficiency under USC steam
condition is mainly limited by a need of appropriate structural materials
demonstrating high-temperature strength at acceptable cost, corrosion/oxidation
resistance, and a good match of thermal expansion and conductivity.
The USC Turbines Program sponsored by the Department of Energy
(DOE) expects an increase of the operating steam temperature to 950 K by the
year 2010, and to 1033 K by 2020. USC steam turbine requires a tolerable creep
rate of 3 x 10-11/s at 35 MPa (or 5000 psi) and 1033 K, which is equivalent to a
2% elongation over 30 years [3]. Figure 2 provides an overview on the creep
rupture strength as a function of temperature for three categories of materials,
ferrite steels, austenitic steels, and Ni-based alloys, which are considered as
candidates for USC steam turbine applications [4]. The maximal steam
application temperature is defined by the intersection of the 100 MPa horizontal
1

Figure 1. Effect of increasing steam temperature and pressure on cycle efficiency
of fossil energy power plants [1].

2
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Figure 2. Creep rupture strength of ferritic steels, austenitic steels, and Ni-based
alloys for main steam pipes in power plants [4]. Temperature range for USC
steam turbines (948 ~ 1033 K) is highlighted.
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line and creep rupture strength curves for various alloys. The successful
development of T/P91 (Fe-9Cr-1MoVNb), T/P911 (Fe-9Cr-0.94Mo-0.9WVNb),
and T/P92 (Fe-9Cr-0.5Mo-1.8WVNb) steels has pushed the steam-application
temperature limit of ferritic steels into the range of austenitic steels ~ 893 K.
However, their application at higher temperatures is limited by their poor creep
and steam-corrosion resistance. The carbides in these steels are incoherent or
only partially coherent with the matrix, which results in a relatively high interfacial
energy that enhances the capillary-driven coarsening of the carbides. Although
austenitic steels have higher steam application temperatures, their use at USC
turbines is not appropriate because of their poor thermal conductivity and large
thermal-expansion coefficient that constrain the startup and shutdown rates of
steam turbines. The Ni-based alloys, e.g., Inconel 617, enable the steam
temperature to be raised considerably to 973 K.
Compared to austenitic steels and Ni-based alloys, ferritic steels have
unique advantages for steam-turbine applications, including low raw-material
cost, low thermal-expansion coefficients, and high thermal conductivity.
Consequently, there is increasing research interest in pushing the application
temperature of ferritic steels to a higher limit. Our design strategy is to develop a
Fe-Ni-Al-Cr based ferritic alloy, a cheaper alternative, which has a microstructure
analogous to γ/γ΄ Ni-based superalloys and superior creep and steam-corrosion
resistance. Nickel-based superalloys owe their excellent creep strength due to
the presence of a high volume fraction of coherent-coplanar ordered γ΄
precipitates. Similarly, the body-centered-cubic (bcc) Fe-matrix (β) with NiAl B24

type precipitates (β') exhibit a coherent-coplanar orientation relationship,
providing the possibility of achieving an Fe-based analogue to the Ni-based
superalloy. A typical Fe-Ni-Al ternary phase diagram with an isothermal section
at 1023 K is shown in Figure 3 [5]. The miscibility gap of Fe and NiAl (β and β'
phases) covers a range of compositions with 20 - 60% Fe, 30 - 50% Ni, and 10 30% Al (in atomic percent). With decreasing temperature, the miscibility gap
becomes wider, which enables the remarkable precipitation of NiAl from the
supersaturated Fe solid solution. Such precipitation tends to enhance the
material’s high-temperature strength and mechanical properties. The coherent
precipitates have low interfacial energies and, therefore, could improve the
coarsening resistance of precipitates. Further, due to the combined effects of Cr
in the Fe matrix and β΄ precipitates, both corrosion and oxidation resistances can
be improved for applications in superheated-steam environments. A detailed
review concerning the existing knowledge of the Fe-Ni-Al or Fe-Ni-Al-Cr alloy
systems will be described in Chapter II.
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β + β'

Figure 3. Ternary phase diagram of Fe-Al-Ni at 750 °C/1023 K. The miscibility
gap of β and β' phases are marked by tie lines [5].
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF THIS RESEARCH
2.1

Background: Literature Review
Much of the research on Fe-Ni-Al and related alloys has focused on the

phase transformations, precipitation and coarsening kinetics, microstructure
characterization, and room-temperature mechanical behavior [5-29]. The
presence of NiAl-type B2 precipitates has been observed and characterized in
ferritic Fe-Ni-Cr-Al alloys.
Bradley [7-9] was the first to determine isothermal and vertical sections of
the Fe-Ni-Al system showing a miscibility gap of Fe and NiAl-type phases in the
temperature range from 1023 to 1673 K. The isothermal sections at temperatures
between 1173 to 1200 K and compositions between 50 and 100 atomic percent
(at.%) Al were studied recently [28-29]. Transmission-electron-microscopy (TEM)
characterizations showed that spherically or cuboidally shaped precipitates with a
B2 (CsCl-type) crystal structure were uniformly distributed in the matrix [1113,18]. Atom probe tomography (APT) was conducted to study the composition
of NiAl B2-type precipitates in Fe-Ni-Al-Cr and Fe-Ni-Al-Mo alloys [6,10]. The
NiAl precipitates were composed of mainly Ni and Al with a small amount of Fe.
Mo was found to partition preferentially to the matrix. Depleted Cr was also
observed in the precipitates of a PH13-8 stainless steel [14]. The lattice misfits
between the matrix and the precipitate phases at room temperature were
measured to be within a range of 0 ~ 0.7 % [19].
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The precipitation kinetics of NiAl-type particles in Fe-Ni-Al and related
alloys have been studied. The mean particle size follows the Lifshitz-SlyozovWagner (LSW) theory with a slightly broader size distribution [18,30]. The
coarsening constant was measured to be on the order of 10-5 μm3/h at 1023 K in
Fe-Ni-Al-(Cr) alloys. Calderon et al. [20-23] suggested that Mo can segregate to
the precipitate-matrix interface and, thus, can reduce the lattice misfit and slow
the coarsening process of NiAl-type precipitates. The coarsening constant
measured in Mo-containing alloys is on the order of 10-7 μm3/h at 973 K.
However, atom probe tomography (APT) characterizations found no evidence of
the Mo enrichment at the interface [10]. An enhancement of the particlecoarsening kinetics was found during fatigue and creep deformation at 973 K,
due to vacancies generated to stimulate diffusion and dislocation-particle
interactions [19].
The evolution of the morphology of precipitates is found to be sensitive to
several variables, such as composition, heat treatments, lattice misfit, and
volume fraction. In Fe-Ni-Al-(Cr) alloys [21-23], the NiAl-type precipitates are
initially spherical but become cuboidal during aging and finally turn to a sphere or
plate with loss of coherency, similar to γ′ precipitates in Ni superalloys [20-23,31].
However, with the addition of Mo, the NiAl-type precipitates remain spherical at
all particle sizes, irrespective of the mismatch in the lattice parameters between
the precipitate and matrix over the range of compositions studied.
Rawers and Mattlin [32] investigated the oxidation resistance of Fe-Ni-Cr
alloys over the temperature range of 1073 to 1273 K. When the Al content is
8

between 3 and 4.5 weight percent (wt.%), a substantial improvement in the
oxidation resistance is observed due to the formation of a protective Al2O3 layer
over an underlying Cr2O3 layer. Hence, the presence of a proper amount of Al
may reduce the amount of Cr needed for achieving the desired oxidation
resistance.
The influence of alloy composition on the room-temperature ductility has
been investigated for Fe-Ni-Al-Cr-Mo alloys. Teng et al. [26] suggested that the
volume fraction of NiAl precipitates and Al concentration in the matrix are the two
major factors governing the ductility. Therefore, the cleavage resistance of the
bcc-Fe matrix is influenced by the dissolved Ni and Al in solid solution, while the
oxidation resistance of the Fe matrix is improved by the dissolved Al alone. It is
implicit that conflicting issues arise as it is necessary to optimize the amount of Al
(minimized for the ductility but maximized for the oxidation resistance) and Ni (to
improve the cleavage resistance) in the Fe-based solid solution matrix.
However, in contrast to microstructural studies, limited work has been
performed on the mechanical behavior of the alloys at elevated temperatures
[30-31,33-35]. Stallybrass et al. [30] reported that the yield stress of Fe-Ni-Al-Cr
alloys decreases dramatically above 873 K due to the dissolution of hyperfine
precipitates formed during cooling. The yield stress of Fe-Ni-Al-Cr alloys is found
to be higher than conventional heat-resistant steels but lower than Ni-based
superalloys and intermetallic (Ni,Fe)Al phases [30,33].
Creep properties of several Fe-Ni-Al alloys have been examined by
compressive and tensile creep tests in the stress range of 10 – 350 MPa and
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temperature range of 873 – 1273 K for 9 ~ 40 volume fraction (vol. %) of β΄
precipitates [31,33-35]. The steady-state creep rate is ~ 10-8 /s at a compressive
stress level of 50 MPa and at 1023 K, in Fe-Ni-Al and Fe-Ni-Al-Cr alloys
containing a 20 ~ 24 vol. % of precipitates [34-35]. This is not likely to achieve
the target of 3 x 10-11 /s at 35 MPa and 1033K for USC turbines [3]. The
dependence of the secondary creep rate on the applied stress can be described
by a power law, if a threshold stress (a stress below which creep does not
appear to occur, or is at least very slow) is introduced [31,33-35]. This threshold
stress increases with the precipitate volume fraction and decreases rapidly with
temperature [34]. The magnitude of the threshold stress is on the order of the
Orowan stress as reported by Jung [33], and is approximately half of the Orowan
stress reported in Zhu’s study [35]. However, the dependence of the precipitate
size, volume fraction, and stress on the threshold stress was not systematically
investigated for this alloy. Controversy also exists on the observed creep
mechanisms. Jung et al. [31,33] suggested that the creep mechanism in Fe-Ni-Al
alloys is the diffusion-controlled dislocation-climb creep at high stresses and
diffusional creep at low stresses. However, Zhu et al. [35] claimed that the creep
mechanism is dislocation climb with a single slope of the stress dependence on
the secondary creep rate in the same temperature and stress ranges for Fe-NiAl-Cr alloys with a comparable volume fraction and coarse grain size.
To summarize, creep resistance remains a major issue to be further
investigated. The addition of Al and its partition in the matrix and precipitates
need to be optimized to achieve the optimal microstructural attributes (e.g., NiAl
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precipitate volume fraction, precipitate size, inter-particle spacing, element
partition) as well as excellent properties (e.g., room-temperature ductility, hightemperature creep resistance, and oxidation/steam-corrosion resistance).

2.2

Objectives
The overall purpose of the sponsored DOE program is to design an Fe-

based superalloy with excellent creep, coarsening, and steam-corrosion
resistance in superheated steam environments. As a part of the program, the
objective of my Ph.D. research is to (1) investigate the correlations among
composition, microstructure, and mechanical behavior in several designed alloys
with various amounts of Al, and (2) study the deformation micromechanism at
high temperatures in the selected alloys which show the optimal creep resistance.
Both computational and experimental tools are employed to pursue this research,
including first-principles calculations (Chapter III), ultra-small-angle X-ray
scattering, transmission electron microscopy, mechanical testing (Chapter IV),
neutron diffraction, and crystal-plasticity finite-element simulations (Chapter V). A
schematic outline of the proposed research is shown in Figure 4. The
methodologies used and the conclusion drawn from the different studies will be
elaborately described in the following chapters.
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Figure 4. Schematic outline of the proposed research to study the
interrelationship among the composition, microstructure, and mechanical
properties using combined computational and experimental tools.
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CHAPTER III
FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS OF IMPURITY
DIFFUSIVITIES IN α-FE
3.1

Introduction
In recent years, first-principles computational methods, based on the

electronic density-functional theory (DFT), have found widespread applications in
the modeling of alloy thermodynamic properties and phase stability. Firstprinciples methods have been applied extensively in calculations of alloyformation energies, entropies, and phase boundaries, for a wide variety of binary
and some ternary systems [36-41]. The results of such calculations are also
increasingly incorporated within the CALculation of Alloy PHAse Diagrams
(CALPHAD) formalism (e.g., [40,42-43]) for modeling complex multicomponent
phase equilibria (e.g., [36,38,40,44-45]). The integration of thermodynamic,
kinetic, and thermo-physical properties of solid solutions and intermetallic
compounds calculated from first-principles and CALPHAD modeling has been
outlined in a recent publication [44]. Such an approach allows simultaneous
calculations of phase equilibria and relevant properties of the phase(s) in
conjunction with suitable software(s) and database(s) facilitating accelerated
alloy design and rapid prototyping. In the context of alloy design, an equally
important area of applications for DFT methods is the calculation of alloy
diffusivities. In comparison to the extensive amount of work devoted to
thermodynamic properties, far fewer diffusion calculations for alloys have been
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undertaken to date [46-58]. While the number of applications is currently limited,
impressive agreement with experimental measurements has been demonstrated
in recent calculations for a variety of solute species in Al and Ni based alloys [5051,53,59]. For expanded applications of DFT techniques in modeling alloydiffusion kinetics, further diffusivity calculations would be useful to assess the
accuracy of these methods for other technologically-important systems, more
generally.
In the present work, DFT methods are applied in calculations of impuritydiffusion constants for substitutional transition-metal (TM) solute species in a
body-centered-cubic (bcc) ferritic Fe. This work is motivated by an effort aimed at
the development of high-temperature, creep-resistant Fe-Ni-Al-Cr based ferritic
alloys, containing fine dispersions of coherent, nanoscale (B2-NiAl based)
precipitates in a bcc Fe matrix [26-27,34-35]. To optimize the properties of ferritic
alloys for such high-temperature applications, it is desirable to identify slowdiffusing solute additions that can act to reduce the precipitate-coarsening
kinetics, and help optimize creep strength.
Figure 5 presents a compilation of available experimental data for impurity
diffusivities [60-97] in a bcc Fe. The results are presented at a representative
temperature of 1050 K, and are plotted as relative values, i.e., as ratios of the
solute-impurity diffusivities to the self-diffusivity of Fe at the same temperature.
The results are plotted as a function of the electron to atom ratio for available
transition metal ™ species, as well as a few non-TM elements. In cases where
more than one data point is plotted for a given species, different measured
14

Figure 5. Ratio of diffusivities for impurity diffusion relative to self diffusion in α-Fe
plotted for a variety of solutes as a function of the electron to atom ratio. The
results correspond to a temperature of T = 1050 K and are obtained from
published measurements [60-97]. Rows 1, 2, and 3 in the legend refer to the
position of the element in the periodic table, corresponding to 3d, 4d, and 5d
transition metal elements, respectively.
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values are reported in the literature. In the context of the present work, three
points related to Figure 5 are noteworthy. First, there is significant discrepancy
between the values derived from independent measurements for several of the
elements – an example is Mo where the reported values vary by more than an
order of magnitude. Second, published results for most 5d TM elements are
absent in the current database. Third, there are no clearly apparent slowdiffusing species, with diffusivities that are several orders of magnitude lower
than that of pure Fe. The goal of the present work is to pursue the application of
DFT methods as a framework for augmenting the database of impurity-diffusion
constants in a bcc Fe, and to help guide the search for candidate slow-diffusing
solutes in this material.
To this end, we present here a framework for calculating impurity-diffusion
coefficients in a bcc Fe, and assess its accuracy through calculations of selfdiffusion, and impurity-diffusion coefficients for W and Mo solutes. These two TM
solute species are chosen due to the availability of recent measurements of
impurity diffusivities over a wide temperature range [90,94]. The computational
approach employed here is based on the nine-frequency formalism of Le Claire
[98], which accounts for all of the distinct jump frequencies when the solute and
vacancy display appreciable interactions at both first and second neighbor
distances in the bcc lattice. Within this formalism, the computational approach
combines first-principles calculations of saddle-point, vacancy-formation, and
solute-vacancy binding energies and entropies in the ordered ferromagnetic state,
with a semi-empirical model for the effects of magnetic disorder on the activation
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energy [99-101] at temperatures up to and above the Curie temperature.
Calculations of the relevant hopping frequencies are performed within the
framework of the harmonic transition-state theory [102-103], following an
approach similar to that employed in recent calculations of impurity diffusivities in
a face-centered-cubic (fcc) Al [53]. The overall computational approach shares
features in common with the methods employed in recent first-principles
calculations of Cu, P, Ni, and Cr diffusion in a bcc Fe [46,48,57-58] – the current
work extends these previous studies by including direct calculations of the
vibrational frequencies required to compute diffusivity prefactors.
The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we
review the formalism employed to model effects of magnetic disorder on the
temperature dependence of the measured diffusion data in a bcc Fe; relevant
expressions from the harmonic transition-state theory, and the Le Claire
formalism for impurity diffusivities on a bcc lattice are then reviewed, followed by
the details of the first-principles calculations.

Results are presented and

compared with the experimental data and previous calculations in Section 3.3. A
discussion and suggestions for further work are given in Section 3.4, followed by
a summary in Section 3.5.

3.2

Computational Methodology
Measured self- and impurity-diffusion constants in a bcc Fe are often

observed to display appreciably non-Arrhenius temperature dependencies in the
ferromagnetic phase (e.g., [100] and references therein). This effect is generally
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attributed to the dependence of the diffusion activation energy (Q) on the bulk
magnetization (M), which is often modeled to have the following form [100]:

[

Q F (T ) = Q P 1 + αs (T )

2

]

(1)

In Eq. (1), QP denotes the activation energy in the paramagnetic state (i.e., where
M = 0), and s = M(T) / M (T = 0 K) is the reduced magnetization at the
temperature, T, which varies continuously in the ferromagnetic phase between
one at zero temperature, and zero at 1043 K, the Curie temperature [s(T)=0 for
all T in the paramagnetic phase]. α is a species-dependent parameter that
quantifies the dependence of Q on magnetization. Equation (1) is derived based
on a mean-field analysis of the effects of magnetic disorder on diffusion
activation energies in ferromagnetic materials [99,101]; in this analysis the
leading order correction to Q is quadratic in s(T). In terms of the parameter, α,
the activation energy in the fully-ordered ferromagnetic state, Q0F = Q F (T = 0 K ) , is
related to that in the paramagnetic phase through the relation, Q0F = Q P (1 + α ) .
In the present work, Eq. (1) is used to extend the zero-temperature DFT
calculations, to account for the effects of magnetic disorder at a finite T.
Specifically, all of the first-principles calculations are performed in the fully
ordered ferromagnetic state, where both the diffusion prefactor (D0) and
activation energy ( Q0F ) are computed within the framework of the harmonictransition-state theory. To account for the effects of magnetic disorder, Eq. (1) is
used along with the published temperature-dependent values of s(T) [104-105],
and the measured values of α for Fe self diffusion (α = 0.156), W-impurity
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diffusion (α = 0.086) and Mo-impurity diffusion (α = 0.074) reported in Refs.
[94,100].

As discussed in Refs. [58,100], for impurity species where the

parameter, α, has not been measured, its value can be estimated from firstprinciples calculations employing a semi-empirical linear relationship between α
and the induced changes in the local moments of the first and second-neighbor
Fe atoms surrounding a solute impurity.
3.2.1 Self Diffusion
In all of the diffusivity calculations discussed in this chapter, we assume
that diffusion is governed by a mono-vacancy mechanism mediated by nearestneighbor vacancy hops. For self-diffusion governed by such a mono-vacancy
mechanism on a bcc lattice, the diffusion coefficient can be expressed as (e.g.,
[106]):
D = a 2 f 0Cv Γ

(2)

where a is the bcc lattice parameter, f0 = 0.727 is the correlation factor for the bcc
lattice, Cv denotes the equilibrium vacancy concentration, and Γ is the vacancy
hopping frequency.
The equilibrium vacancy concentration can be expressed as:
⎛ ΔS f
C v = exp⎜⎜ v
⎝ kB

⎞
⎛ ΔH vf ⎞
⎟ × exp⎜ −
⎟
⎟
⎜ k T ⎟
B
⎠
⎝
⎠

(3)

where ΔH vf and ΔS vf denote the vacancy formation enthalpy and entropy,
respectively, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

Considering only vibrational

(phonon) contributions to the free energy, and employing the high-temperature
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limit of the harmonic approximation for the lattice dynamics, ΔH vf and ΔS vf are
constants, independent of temperature. In this limit, the vacancy-formation
enthalpy at zero pressure can be calculated from first principles as
ΔH vf = E ( N − 1) − [( N − 1) / N ]E ( N ) , where E(N-1) denotes the energy of a supercell

containing N lattice sites with N-1 atoms and one vacancy, while E(N) represents
the energy for the same supercell containing N atoms. Similarly, ΔS vf can be
calculated as the difference in the high-temperature values of the vibrational
entropy for a defected and non-defected supercell, yielding:
⎡3( N −1)
N − 1 3N
ΔS vf = k B ⎢
ln k B T / hvivac −
ln k B T / hvibulk
N i =1
⎢⎣ i =1

∑ (

)

∑ (

)⎤⎥
⎥⎦

(4)

where ν ivac denotes the vibrational frequencies in a supercell containing N-1
atoms and a vacancy, while ν ibulk corresponds to the frequencies in a nondefected supercell containing N atoms. In this work, the vibrational frequencies
entering Eq. (4) are computed from first principles employing a frozen-phonon
methodology described below.
On the basis of the Vineyard’s harmonic transition-state theory [102-103],
the hopping frequency, Γ, can be written as:
⎡3 N −3 vac
Γ=⎢
vi
⎣ i =1

∏

3 N −4

∏v

sad
i

i =1

⎤
mig
⎥ × exp − ΔH v / k B T
⎦

(

)

(5)

where ΔH vmig is the migration enthalpy, computed as the difference in the energy
between an N-1 atom supercell with the hopping atom in its saddle-point
configuration, versus in its normal (stable) configuration. Similarly, ν ivac and ν isad
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are the phonon frequencies in the normal and saddle-point configurations, and
the product in the denominator excludes the unstable mode for the transition
state.
By combining Eqs. (1) - (5), the Fe self-diffusion coefficient is written as
follows:

[(

{

)

]

D = D0 exp − Q0F 1 + αs (T ) / (1 + α ) / k B T
2

}

(6)

where the activation energy, Q0F , is given as the sum of the vacancy formation
and migration energies in the fully-ordered ferromagnetic state:
Q0F = ΔH vf + ΔH vmig

(7)

The pre-factor, D0, is expressed as:
⎡3 N −3 vac
D0 = a 2 f bcc exp ΔS vf / k B × ⎢
vi
⎣ i =1

(

) ∏

3N −4

∏v
i =1

sad
i

⎤
⎥
⎦

(8)

where, as in Eq. (7), the vacancy formation entropy and vibrational frequencies
are evaluated in the fully-ordered ferromagnetic state.
3.2.2 Impurity Diffusion
For impurity diffusion governed by a mono-vacancy mechanism on a bcc
lattice, the diffusion coefficient can be expressed as (e.g., [98,106]):

D = a 2 f 2 Cv exp(− ΔGb / k BT )Γ2

(9)

In Eq. (9), the correlation factor, f2, depends on the relative jump rates for a
vacancy to different sites neighboring the solute atom [see Eqs. (11)-(12) below].
ΔGb denotes the binding free energy between a solute atom and a nearestneighbor vacancy, with the sign convention that negative (positive) values
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correspond to attractive (repulsive) interactions. In this work, Γ2, which denotes
the frequency for a solute impurity to exchange with a nearest-neighbor vacancy,
is calculated within the framework of the harmonic transition-state theory. This
hopping frequency can, thus, be expressed analogously to Eq. (5) in terms of the
migration energy for the vacancy-solute exchange, and the vibrational
frequencies in the binding and saddle-point configurations.
The solute-vacancy binding free energy can be written as ΔGb = ΔHb TΔSb in terms of a binding enthalpy (ΔHb) and entropy (ΔSb). Considering only
phonon contributions to the binding entropy, and employing the high-temperature
limit of the harmonic approximation for the lattice dynamics, ΔHb and ΔSb are
again temperature-independent constants.

The binding enthalpy is, thus,

computed from first-principles calculations employing N-site supercells as ΔHb =
E(N-2,1,1) - E(N-1,1,0) - E(N-1,0,1) + E(N,0,0), where E(N-i,j,k) denotes the total
energy of a supercell containing N-(j+k) Fe atoms, j(= 0 or 1) solute atoms, and
k(= 0 or 1) vacancies [with the vacancy and solute atom being nearest-neighbors
for E(N-2,1,1)]. Similarly, the binding entropy can be written analogously to Eq.
(4) as:
⎡3( N −1)
ΔS b = k B ⎢
ln vivac / vivac, sol +
⎢⎣ i =1

∑ (

) ∑ ln(v
3N

i =1

sol
i

⎤
/ vibulk ⎥
⎥⎦

)

(10)

where ν isol denotes one of the 3N phonon frequencies of a supercell containing
N-1 Fe atoms and one solute atom, and ν ivac , sol represents one of the 3N-3
frequencies of a supercell containing N-2 Fe atoms and one nearest-neighbor
solute-vacancy pair.
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To compute values for the correlation factor (f2) in Eq. (9) we employ the
nine-frequency model of Le Claire [98].

The approach is based on the

consideration of the relative rates of the eight different vacancy hops around the
solute impurity illustrated Figure 6, plus the hop rate (Γ0) for the bulk bcc lattice,
far from the impurity. The nine frequencies labeled in Figure 6 correspond to all
of the distinct hop rates, under the assumption that the vacancy-solute interaction
is appreciable only for first and second neighbors, and negligible beyond. The
results of first-principles calculations performed in this work indicate that the
neglect of vacancy-solute interactions beyond the second neighbor is a
reasonable assumption for both Mo and W solutes.
In the formalism of Le Claire [98] the correlation factor is written as follows:
f =

1 + t1
1 − t1

(11)

where t1 is expressed in terms of the jump frequencies labeled in Figure 6 as:
t1 = −

Γ2
2Γ ' Γ '
Γ '' Γ ''
Γ3 Γ4
− ' 3 4 − '' 3 4
Γ2 + 3Γ3 + 3Γ3' + Γ3'' −
Γ4 + FΓ5 Γ4 + 3FΓ0 Γ4 + 7 FΓ0

(12)

with F = 0.512. The jump frequencies in Eq. (12) can be expressed as:

(

Γi = v exp − ΔH imig / k BT

)

(13)

Where ν and ΔH imig are the attempt frequency and associated migration energy
for jump i, respectively. In the present work the migration energies, for each of
the hops in Eq. (12), are derived from first-principles supercell calculations, as
described below. The attempt frequencies are assumed constant for all of the
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Figure 6. Illustration of the nine distinct jump frequencies considered in the
calculation of the correlation factor for impurity diffusion [98,106]. The solute
impurity is denoted by the red circle, the vacancy by the green square, and the
solvent (Fe) atoms by grey circles. The numbers in the circles and squares
correspond to the neighboring site of the solute atom.
Philibert [106].
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Figure adapted from

jumps and thus drop out of the expression for t1. Since the correlation factors for
the W and Mo solutes considered here were found to be relatively insensitive to
small variations in the Γ values, no attempt was made to refine the calculations
of f2 through direct calculations of the different attempt frequencies.
Over the temperature range of interest, the calculated values of f2 for W
and Mo solutes were found to display relatively weak dependencies on T. To a
good approximation, the correlation factor for these solutes can thus be
considered as a constant over the relevant temperature range, and the impuritydiffusion coefficient can then be written using Eqs. (3)-(5) and (9)-(10) in the
same form as Eq. (6), with the activation energy for the fully-ordered
ferromagnetic state given as:
Q0F = ΔH vf + ΔH vmig + ΔH b

(14)

and a prefactor given as follows:

[(

) ] ∏

⎡3 N −3 vac, sol
D0 = a 2 f 2 exp ΔS vf + ΔS b / k B × ⎢
vi
⎣ i =1

3 N −4

∏v

sad
i

i =1

⎤
⎥
⎦

(15)

In Eq. (14), the migration energy corresponds to the energy barrier for the
exchange of the solute impurity with a nearest-neighbor vacancy.
3.2.3 Electronic Contributions
Equations (2)-(5), (10), and (13) account only for vibrational contributions
to the vacancy formation, binding, and migration free energies. In earlier firstprinciples studies of vacancies in bcc transition metals [98,107] it was
demonstrated that the additional contributions to these free energies associated
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with electronic excitations can be significant in some cases. In the present study,
electronic contributions to the vacancy formation, binding and migration free
energies (for Γ and Γ2) were computed using standard expressions formulated in
terms of the calculated electronic densities of states (e.g., [108]).

These

electronic contributions were found to be relatively small, giving rise to increases
in the calculated diffusion constants no larger than a factor of three over the
temperature range investigated. These contributions are nevertheless included
in the results presented in Section 3.3 below.
3.2.4 First-Principles Calculations
The vacancy formation, migration and binding energies, as well as the
associated vibrational frequencies defined above, were computed within the
framework of DFT as follows. All calculations made use of the projector
augmented wave (PAW) method [109-110] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) [111], as implemented in the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [112-114]. We note that it is
important to account for spin-polarization in these calculations for bcc Fe, as the
bcc structure is not dynamically stable in non-magnetic DFT calculations [115]. A
cutoff of 300 eV was used for the plane-wave expansion of the electronic wave
functions. The PAW potentials used in this work are those labeled Fe, Mo, W, Hf
and Ta in the VASP library; these potentials treat 4s24p03d6 electrons as valence
for Fe, 5s25p04d4 as valence for Mo, and 6s26p05dn (with n = 2,3,4) as valence
for Hf, Ta and W.

For each of the supercells considered in this work the
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electronic states were sampled using a k-point density equivalent to a 12 x 12 x
12 mesh for a conventional bcc unit cell, and employing the Methfessel-Paxton
[116] scheme with a broadening of 0.1 eV. All calculations were performed spin
polarized, with a ferromagnetic ordering of the Fe moments. In all calculations
the positions of the ions within the supercell were fully relaxed at constant
volume and cell shape.
For the calculations of the vacancy formation, migration and solute-binding
energies, use was made of periodic supercell geometries containing 128 lattice
sites (4 x 4 x 4 conventional bcc unit cells). For the representative cases of
vacancy formation and migration energies in pure Fe, and W solute-binding and
migration energies, several tests were performed to estimate the convergence of
the calculated results with respect to the supercell size, plane-wave cutoff and kpoint density. On the basis of these tests, the vacancy formation, migration and
binding energies are each estimated to be converged to within a precision of
approximately 0.05 eV.
Vibrational frequencies were computed using the frozen-phonon approach
[117] described in Ref. [118]. Use was made of supercells containing 54 lattice
sites (3 x 3 x 3 conventional bcc unit cells), for which all of the q=0 phonon states
were computed from the dynamical matrix, constructed as follows. For each cell,
all symmetry-inequivalent rows of the q=0 dynamical matrix were determined,
with the remaining rows given via symmetry-group transformations [119].
ij
Elements Dαβ
of the dynamical matrix are proportional to the force acting on the
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atom i along the Cartesian direction α if the atom j is displaced by a small amount
ij
u βj .
along the direction β, Fαi = − M i M j Dαβ

For each symmetry-inequivalent

choice of μ βi , the forces Fαi were obtained for a set of five evenly distributed
displacements around the equilibrium positions, from μ βi = -0.1 to 0.1 Å. The
calculated forces were fit using a third-order polynomial, and the linear terms
ij
were used to extract Dαβ
. As in the energy calculations, the forces required for

the dynamical matrix calculations were computed using a plane-wave cutoff of
300 eV and k-point sampling equivalent to a 12 x 12 x 12 mesh for a
conventional bcc unit cell. Convergence tests were performed, examining the
effects of the system size, k-point density and plane-wave cutoff on the
vibrational entropy (computed from the q=0 phonon states) for pure Fe, yielding
an estimated precision of 0.05 kB/atom. The effect of system size was also
explored for the vacancy formation entropy in pure Fe, through a comparison of
results obtained from supercells containing 54 and 128 lattice sites. The effect of
the supercell size on the vacancy-formation entropy was a change of
approximately 20 percent.
For the calculation of migration energies and associated vibrational
frequencies, an important issue concerns the location of the saddle-point position
for the diffusing atom. As illustrated in Figure 6, nearest-neighbor vacancy hops
involve the displacement of a neighboring atom along the <111> direction in the
bcc lattice. In recent work involving the development of classical interatomic
potentials models for Fe [120], the energy as a function of position for an Fe
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atom exchanging with a vacancy on the bcc lattice was performed with three
different potentials. One potential gave rise to an energy versus displacement
plot containing a single maximum (saddle point) at the high-symmetry location
a[1/4,1/4,1/4]. In contrast, the other two potentials produced two maxima along
this path, separated by a local minimum at the same high-symmetry point – these
potentials thus predicted saddle-point positions away from the a[1/4,1/4,1/4]
position.
To determine the location of the saddle point predicted by DFT, for Fe self
diffusion as well as for impurity diffusion of representative solute atoms,
calculations were undertaken in the present work employing the nudged-elastic
band (NEB) method [121-122].

Such calculations were performed for the

nearest-neighbor exchange of Fe, W and Hf ions with vacancies in bcc Fe. In all
cases the energy was found to display a single maximum, corresponding to a
saddle point at the high-symmetry position located half way between neighboring
sites. For Fe self-diffusion the results are in good agreement with those obtained
by Fu et al. [123]. For nearest-neighbor vacancy exchanges with Mo and Ta ions,
and for all of the other migration-energy calculations required in the calculation of
the correlation factor [c.f., Eq. (12) above], the saddle point configurations were
determined as follows. The diffusing atom was initially placed at the position half
way between neighboring sites, and the structure of the supercell was
subsequently relaxed using a quasi-Newton algorithm based on the calculated
forces. In all cases where frozen-phonon calculations were performed using the
resulting relaxed structures, the saddle-point nature of the solution was verified
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by the fact that the vibrational spectra contained a single imaginary frequency
with an associated eigenvector corresponding to a displacement of the diffusing
ion along the transition path.

3.3

Results
Table 1 lists vacancy formation, migration and binding energies computed

in the present study, as well as the associated activation energies for self- and
impurity-diffusion in the paramagnetic and fully-ordered ferromagnetic state.
Results are presented for pure bcc Fe as well as for W, Mo, Ta, and Hf impurities.
The binding energies reported in Table 1 refer to nearest-neighbor solutevacancy pairs, and all are found to be negative (attractive) and appreciable in
magnitude. These binding energies can be compared to those derived from firstprinciples calculations for Cr [57-58,124-125], Ni [58,124], Cu [47,124], P
[48,124], and Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Zn, Si, S, and Mo (in Ref. [124])
substitutional impurities in Fe. For all of these elements the vacancy-solute
binding energy is calculated to be attractive, as found here for W, Mo, Ta and Hf.
The magnitudes of the binding energies published for Cr (0.05-0.06 eV), Ni (0.070.19 eV), V (0.04eV), Cr (0.05eV), and Co (0.1eV) are somewhat smaller than
those for the solute species considered here, while the values for Cu (0.16-0.24
eV), P (0.32-0.36 eV), Sc (0.63 eV), Ti (0.22 eV), Mn (0.16 eV), Zn (0.33 eV), Si
(0.29eV), and S (0.53 eV) are comparable to those computed for W, Mo, and Ta,
respectively. The calculated value of the binding energy for Mo (0.33 eV)
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Table 1. Calculated energetics for self and impurity diffusion in bcc Fe. Vacancy
formation energies ( ΔH vf ), migration energies ( ΔH vmig ), and solute-binding
energies ( ΔH b ) are calculated in the fully ordered ferromagnetic state and used
to compute the corresponding value of the diffusion activation energy ( Q0F ). The
variable α parameterizes the dependence of the activation energy on
magnetization – the values for Fe, W and Mo are taken from experimental
measurements, while the values for Ta and Hf have been estimated from firstprinciples calculations of induced magnetization as discussed in the text. The
activation energy in the paramagnetic state ( Q P ) is derived as Q P = Q0F /(1 + α ) .

Fe

W

Mo

Ta

Hf

ΔH vf (eV)

2.23

-

-

-

-

ΔH b

-

-0.14

-0.17

-0.32

-0.65

ΔH vmig (eV)

0.64

0.71

0.54

0.44

0.18

α

0.156

0.086

0.074

0.057

0.047

(eV)

Q0F

(eV)

2.87

2.80

2.60

2.35

1.75

QP

(eV)

2.48

2.58

2.42

2.22

1.67
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reported in Ref. [124] is somewhat higher than the magnitude of 0.17 eV
obtained in the present work.

Relative to the other substitutional impurities

considered in this and previous studies, the Hf impurity is found to display
anomalously large binding to a neighboring vacancy.
For pure Fe the vacancy formation and migration energies obtained here
are consistent with the range of values of ΔH vf =1.93-2.18 eV and ΔH vmig =0.640.71 eV published previously from GGA-based DFT calculations [47,57-58,125127]. The migration energies for the solutes in Table 1 correspond to a nearestneighbor exchange with a vacancy. Of the solutes considered here, only W
shows a larger value of ΔH vmig than that for Fe self diffusion, while Hf shows the
lowest value. When the vacancy formation, binding and migration energies are
F
combined to compute the ferromagnetic activation energies ( Q0 ) from Eqs. (7)

and (14), it is seen that all solutes have a smaller calculated value than that for
Fe self diffusion in the ordered ferromagnetic state.
For the high-temperature paramagnetic phase, the estimated values of the
F
activation energy (QP) are derived from the first-principles-calculated value of Q0

through the relation Q P = Q0F /(1 + α ) , expressed in terms of the parameter α
defined above. For Fe, Mo and W the value of this parameter has been obtained
with the published measurements [94,100] given above, while for Ta and Hf the
values quoted in Table 1 are estimated based on an empirical linear correlation
between α and ΔM1-2, the induced change in the local magnetic moments for the
first and second neighbor Fe atoms surrounding the solute impurity [58,100].
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Specifically, the values of ΔM1-2 were computed for Nb, W, Mo, Cr, Fe, and Co
from first-principles calculations employing the methods described in Section 3.4;
a linear relation was then fit between the measured values of α for these solutes,
and the first-principles calculated values of ΔM1-2. The resulting fit reproduced
the measured values of α to better than 20 percent. Using the resulting fit, the
values of α given in Table 2 for Ta and Hf were estimated from calculated values
of ΔM1-2.

Comparing the predicted values of QP, it is seen that only W is

predicted to have a slightly larger value of the activation energy in the
paramagnetic phase than that for Fe self diffusion, while Hf is again seen to
display the lowest value.
We focus for the remainder of this section on W and Mo impurity diffusion.
For both species the vibrational frequencies, and all of the migration energies
required to compute the correlation factor (f2) have been calculated. We are thus
able to compute the diffusion prefactors as well as activation energies for these
solutes, allowing a direct comparison of the first-principles results for
temperature-dependent diffusion constants with experimental measurements.
Table 2 lists the calculated values of f2 for W and Mo at representative
temperatures of 800, 1000, and 1200 K. While for W the values are very similar
to the correlation factor for pure Fe (f0 = 0.727), for Mo the values are roughly a
factor of 2 to 3 smaller. As mentioned above, the temperature dependencies of
the calculated values of f2 are relatively weak in comparison to the Arrhenius
terms in the associated diffusion constants. For Mo the calculated results for f2 in
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Table 2. Correlation factors (f2) for Mo and W solute-diffusion at representative
temperatures of 800, 1000, and 1200 K. The results are calculated within the Le
Claire

formalism

using

first-principles-calculated

migration

energies,

as

discussed in the text. The calculated value of f2, as well as the ratio of f2 to the
constant value of the correlation factor for bcc self-diffusion (f0 = 0.727), is listed
for each solute.

W

Mo

T (K)

f2

f2 / f0

f2

f2 / f0

800

0.77

1.06

0.22

0.30

1000

0.74

1.02

0.28

0.39

1200

0.73

1.00

0.33

0.46
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Table 2 are noted to be significantly smaller than the range of values of 0.87 0.90, for temperatures between 823 and 1173 K, obtained in a recent analysis by
Nitta et al. [128]. In their analysis, Nitta et al. made use of measurements of the
concentration dependencies of the intrinsic diffusivities of Fe and Mo in bcc FeMo solid solutions.

The data was analyzed in the framework of the nine-

frequency model described in Section 3.2, but with some simplifying assumptions
including: Γ3′ = Γ3′′ , Γ4′ = Γ4′′ = Γ0 , and Γ3 / Γ3′ = Γ4 / Γ5 . The discrepancy between the
estimated values for f2 obtained by Nitta et al. and those derived in the present
study is attributed to the fact that the relations between the hopping frequencies
assumed in Ref. [128] are not found to hold in the first-principles calculations. For
example, Γ4 is calculated to be more than twice larger than Γ4'' at 1200 K.
Tables 3 - 5 list the calculated diffusion prefactors (D0) and activation
energies (QP and Q0F ) for Fe self diffusion and W- and Mo-impurity diffusion.
Each is compared to available published values, based on analyses of
experimental data. For Fe self diffusion, the calculated value of Q0F is roughly in
the middle of the range of published values, while the present calculated value
for QP is on the lower end of the range reported from experimental
measurements. The magnitude of the prefactor of Fe self diffusion calculated
here is on the order of 10-4 m2/s and is comparable to a number of published
values in this same range, while being inconsistent with the higher values of
around 10-2 m2/s derived in some analyses.
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Table 3. Activation energies in the fully ordered ferromagnetic state ( Q0F ) and
paramagnetic state ( Q P ) are listed, along with diffusion prefactors for self
diffusion in bcc Fe. Results obtained from the present calculations are compared
with available published experimental measurements. The calculated prefactors
in this work are weakly temperature dependent and the result listed in this Table
and Tables 4 and 5 correspond to T = 1050 K.

Q0F (kJ/mol)

QP (kJ/mol)

D0 (m2/s)

Present work

277

239

6.7 × 10-5

Iijima et al. [85]

289.7 ± 5.1

250.6 ± 3.8

2.8 × 10-4

Borg et al. [80]

-

281.5

1.2 × 10-2

Geise et al. [83]

-

281.6

1.2 × 10-2

Graham et al. [61]

-

239.7

2.0 × 10-4

Walter et al. [96]

-

240.6

2.0 × 10-4

Buffington et al. [82]

-

239.3

1.9 × 10-4

Hettich et al. [84]

283.7

-

1.0 × 10-4

James et al. [67]

254.0

240.6

2.0 × 10-4

Lübbehusen et al. [89]

284.7 - 299.1

248.0 - 258.6

6.8 - 12.3 × 10-4

Kucera et al. [88]

-

261.5

1.1 × 10-3
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Table 4. Activation energies in the fully ordered ferromagnetic state ( Q0F ) and
paramagnetic state ( Q P ) are listed, along with diffusion prefactors for impurity
diffusion of W in bcc Fe. Results obtained from the present calculations are
compared with available published experimental measurements.

Q0F (kJ/mol)

QP (kJ/mol)

D0 (m2/s)

Present work

270

249

1.4 × 10-4

Takemoto et al. [94]

312.0 ± 27.0

287.0 ± 22.0

1.5 × 10-2

Kucera et al. [87]

-

246.2 ± 3.2

2.0 × 10-4

292.9

3.8 × 10-1

Gruzin et al. [62]
Alberry et al. [78]

-

243.5 ± 7.1

1.6 × 10-4

Keiszniewski et al. [86]

-

265.7

6.9 × 10-3

Davenport et al. [97]

298

-

2.5 × 10-3
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Table 5. Activation energies in the fully ordered ferromagnetic state ( Q0F ) and
paramagnetic state ( Q P ) are listed, along with diffusion prefactors for impurity
diffusion of Mo in bcc Fe. Results obtained from the present calculations are
compared with available published experimental measurements.

Q0F (kJ/mol)

QP (kJ/mol)

D0 (m2/s)

Present work

251

234

6.3 × 10-5

Nitta et al. [90]

-

282.6 ± 6.4

1.5 × 10-2

Kucera et al. [87]

-

216.3

5.7 × 10-5

Alberry et al. [78]

-

225.5 ± 4.6

7.9 × 10-5

Borisov et al. [81]

-

205.0

3.0 × 10-5

Nohara et al. [91]

284.5 ± 6.7

272.8 ± 5.4

3.1 × 10-3

Davenport et al. [97]

238

-

4.4 × 10-5
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For W-impurity diffusion both Q0F and QP are on the lower end of the
range of measured values. For Mo-impurity diffusion the calculated activation
energies in the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states display values in the
middle of the range of experimentally derived estimates. The magnitudes of the
prefactors for W and Mo impurity diffusion obtained from the first-principles
calculations are similar to those derived for Fe self diffusion, on the order of 10-4
to 10-5 m2/s, which is consistent with some of the published values with the same
order of magnitude, while being much smaller than the values in the range of 10-2
to 10-1 m2/s reported in others.
Figures 7-9 present a direct comparison between calculated and
measured temperature dependent diffusion coefficients for Fe self diffusion
(Figure 7), and W and Mo impurity diffusion (Figures. 8 and 9, respectively). The
diffusivities are calculated up to 1184 K, the α→γ transition temperature. For Fe
self diffusion the agreement between calculations and measurements in the
ferromagnetic phase is excellent, while the calculated values underestimate
slightly (by a factor of 2-4) the measured values in the paramagnetic phase at the
highest temperatures due to an apparent slight underestimation of the slope on
the Arrhenius plot (i.e., the activation energy).
We focus next on a comparison of the calculated and experimentally
measured impurity diffusion coefficients for Mo and W. The most recent
measurements have been undertaken by the Iijima group [90,94], and should be
used as the basis for quantitative comparisons with the calculations. Considering
first W impurity diffusion, the measurements in Ref. [94] made use of high-purity
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Figure 7. Predicted temperature dependence of the calculated α-Fe self-diffusion
coefficient (red line) versus published experimental data [61,69,80,82-85,8889,96].
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Figure 8. Predicted temperature dependence of the calculated impurity-diffusion
coefficient for W in α-Fe (red line) versus published experimental data [62,78,8687,94].
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Figure 9. Predicted temperature dependence of the calculated impurity-diffusion
coefficient for Mo in α-Fe (red line) versus published experimental data
[78,81,87,90-91].
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Fe and impurity diffusivities were measured by tracer analysis over the
temperature range of 833 to 1173 K, employing magnetron sputtermicrosectioning, radio-frequency sputter-microsectioning, and ion-beam sputtermicrosectioning techniques. At 1053 K, the reported experimental value of the W
impurity diffusivity is 8.94 x 10-17 m2/s, which is in very good agreement with our
calculated value of 6.23 x 10-17 m2/s at the same temperature. The measured
results in the paramagnetic phase due to Takemoto et al. [94], Kucera et al. [87],
and Alberry and Haworth [78] agree fairly well, but those due to Gruzin [62] and
Kieszniewski [86] are higher by a factor of up to 5; possible reasons for these
discrepancies could include differences in the impurity and grain sizes of the
starting materials, instrumental accuracy in the older measurements and/or
surface stress effects. The calculated diffusion coefficients show good overall
agreement with the measured values in the ferromagnetic phase obtained by
Takemoto et al. [94], although the calculated values are seen to be larger than
these measurements at the lowest temperatures. The calculations are similarly
in good agreement with the measurements of Refs. [78,87,94] in the
paramagnetic phase, leading to at most a factor of 2-5 underestimation of the
measured data at the highest temperatures.
For Mo-impurity diffusion the measurements of Nitta et al. [90] made use
of the same starting materials and similar experimental techniques as those
listed above for the W measurements of Ref. [94]. At 1050 K, the measured
values of the Mo impurity diffusivity is 1.26 x 10-16 m2/s [90] which is in very good
agreement with our calculated value of 1.44 x 10-16 m2/s. Borisov et al. [81],
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Kucera et al. [87], and Alberry and Haworth [78] reported measurements of the
Mo impurity diffusivity in the paramagnetic phase over a small temperature range,
and their values are higher (by as much as an order of magnitude) than those
reported by Nitta et al. [90]. Possible reasons for this large discrepancy include
the factors listed above. Nohara and Hirano [91] also determined the tracer
diffusivity or Mo impurities in both the ferro- and paramagnetic phases, but their
values are lower by a factor of 2-3 than those due to Nitta et al. [90]. There is a
slight discrepancy between the presently computed and measured data of Nitta
et al. [90] in the ferromagnetic phase and, as with W, this discrepancy increases
at lower temperatures. Nevertheless, for Mo our predictions overestimate by no
more than a factor of 2-5 the measured values in the ferromagnetic state, while
the predicted values show even better agreement with the published
experimental data in the paramagnetic phase.
It is noteworthy that while the diffusion coefficients are well predicted by
the calculations for Fe at both low and high temperatures, the calculated solute
impurity diffusivities show relatively better agreement with measurements at high
T, and larger discrepancies at low T. Given that the DFT results should be most
accurate for the low-temperature ordered ferromagnetic phase, for which all of
the calculations were performed directly, further studies would be of interest to
understand whether the larger discrepancy with experimental measurements at
the lowest temperatures is due to systematic errors in the calculations, or
inherent difficulties associated with the measurements at low T.

Overall,

considering that the calculations do not involve any adjustable parameters, the
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agreement between the computed and measured results over the relevant
temperature range is viewed to be highly encouraging, and suggests that the
computational methodology presented in this paper provides sufficient accuracy
to be useful in the context of designing coarsening-resistant microstructures.

3.4

Discussions
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the motivation for this work is the

development of a computational framework to assist in identifying slow-diffusing
elements in a bcc Fe matrix, for the design of coarsening-resistant nanoscale
precipitate microstructures in Fe-Ni-Al-Cr based alloys. This goal is motivated
through the analogy with two-phase Ni-based superalloys. In Ni, many 4d and
5d transition-metal solutes display impurity diffusion coefficients, which are
orders of magnitude smaller than the self-diffusivity in pure Ni [49,52].

The

addition of these TM elements correlates with substantial improvements in the
coarsening resistance and high-temperature creep properties of modern
commercial Ni-based superalloys. Thus, it is desirable from the standpoint of the
design of analogous two-phase ferritic alloys to see whether such slow-diffusing
solutes can be identified. We consider this question in light of the compiled data
in Table 1 and the results of the current calculations.
Figure 10 shows that for the two 4d and 5d TM solutes considered in the
present work, namely Mo and W, the calculated impurity-diffusion coefficients are
equal to or larger than the diffusivity for Fe self-diffusion. The main effects
underlying this result are shown in Tables 3-5 to be the slightly lower values of
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Figure 10. Predicted temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient for W
and Mo-impurity diffusion, compared with that for self-diffusion in α-Fe.
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the activation energies of W- and Mo-impurity diffusion compared to Fe self
diffusion – the diffusion prefactors are computed to have comparable magnitudes.
The lower values of the activation energies for Mo and W impurity diffusion can
be seen in Table 1 to be due to both the appreciable and negative values for the
vacancy-solute binding energies, and a slightly reduced value of the migration
energy in the case of Mo. If we assume that the diffusion prefactor is roughly
constant, as the calculated results in Tables 3-5 seem to suggest, the firstprinciples data in Table 1 indicate that the comparable or higher values of the
impurity-diffusion coefficients relative to self diffusion in bcc Fe may be more
general for other 5d TM alloying elements, for which measured data in pure bcc
Fe is lacking.

Specifically, both Ta and Hf impurities are computed to have

substantially lower values of the activation energies than that for Fe self diffusion
in Table 1.

The trend towards higher values of impurity-diffusion constants

relative to self diffusion is also consistent with the measured data for 4d elements
compiled in Figure 5.
The calculated and measured results compiled in this work stand in sharp
contrast to Ni-based alloys, where activation energies vary by more than a factor
of two for 4d and 5d solutes, with the associated diffusion constants at relevant
temperatures varying by more than four orders of magnitude at 1173 K [51]. The
current results and the measured data plotted in Figure 5 suggest an absence of
comparable slow diffusers amongst the common solute additions to bcc Fe. An
outstanding question that deserves further attention is whether the apparently
smaller variations in impurity diffusion coefficients for TM solutes in bcc Fe,
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relative to fcc Ni, is due to the differences in bonding (electronic structure) in
these systems, or the geometrical differences of the more open bcc lattice
relative to the close-packed fcc structure. To address this question it would be
interesting to extend the computational framework described here more generally
to other bcc elements, to further investigate the general trend of the variations of
TM impurity diffusion coefficients in other bcc hosts.
An important observation that can be made from the results presented in
this paper is the absence of the often-assumed correlation between the
magnitude of the impurity diffusivity and the atomic size of the solute. While such
a correlation is often assumed as a useful “rule of thumb,” it clearly breaks down
in the case of impurity diffusion in bcc Fe.

This point is apparent when

considering the measured impurity diffusion coefficients for the four oversized TM
solutes Ti, Mo, W and Ta, in comparison to that for the undersized Co solute.
The atomic volumes (Å3) in the stable room-temperature structure [129] for these
solutes and pure Fe are: Fe (11.78), Co (11.07), Ti (17.64), Mo (15.58), W
(15.85), and Ta (18.01). In Figure 5 the lowest and highest impurity diffusivities
occur for the smallest (Co) and largest (Ti) of these solutes, respectively. Further,
while Mo, W and Ta have atomic volumes roughly 30-50 % larger than Co, their
impurity diffusivities are comparable to or even slightly larger in magnitude. The
lack of a correlation between atomic size and the magnitudes of impurity diffusion
coefficients in Ni [51] and Al [55] has also been discussed previously.
Collectively, these previous studies and the present work demonstrate that the
search for slow-diffusing elements should be based on more detailed
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considerations of the chemical (electronic-structure) factors underlying the
magnitudes of the migration and solute-vacancy binding energies and entropies,
rather than a simple size effect.
It should be emphasized that the present calculations and the compiled
experimental data in Figure 5 are associated with impurity-diffusion coefficients
for highly dilute solute concentrations in pure bcc Fe. From the standpoint of
developing coarsening-resistant bcc-based microstructures, at the higher solute
compositions employed in real alloys, it may be important to consider the
concentration dependencies of the relevant diffusivities. For example, Nitta et al.
[128] recently reported results of measurements for the concentration
dependence of both Fe and Mo tracer diffusion coefficients in binary bcc Fe-Mo
alloys. In this system the diffusion coefficient of Fe is measured to increase with
increasing Mo content, whereas that for Mo decreases. For concentrations
greater than 1.5 atomic percent (at. %) Mo concentration, the solute tracerdiffusion coefficient becomes slower than that for Fe at high temperatures. It is
also interesting to consider the published results indicating that in dilute Fe(V)
alloys, Hf impurities display a diffusion coefficient which is as much as 3 orders of
magnitude lower than that for Fe [130].

The current calculated results for

activation energies presented in Table 1 suggest that in pure bcc Fe, Hf
impurities should display very high relative diffusion constants (assuming that the
diffusion prefactor is not anomalously low). To reconcile the measurements and
calculations in the case of Hf, it would be interesting to investigate the effects of
V solutes on Hf impurity diffusion in bcc Fe. Overall, it would be of interest to
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extend the formalism presented in this paper to the study of the concentration
dependencies of relevant diffusion coefficients for non-dilute Fe alloy
compositions. While such studies lie beyond the scope of the current work, they
should be possible by generalizing the first-principles formalism presented in Ref.
[56] to magnetic bcc Fe-based systems.

3.5

Summary
A framework involving the combination of first-principles DFT calculations

and a semi-empirical correction for magnetic effects has been outlined to predict
temperature-dependent self- and substitutional-impurity-diffusion coefficients in
the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases of bcc Fe. The activation energies
are determined from DFT calculated vacancy formation, migration, and nearestneighbor solute-vacancy binding energies in the ordered ferromagnetic state.
The diffusion prefactors are derived from DFT calculations of longer-ranged
solute-vacancy binding and migration energies, and the relevant vibrational and
electronic entropies, employing Vineyard’s harmonic transition-state theory and
the Le Claire nine-frequency formalism.
The computational approach has been applied to calculations of Fe selfdiffusion, and impurity-diffusion coefficients for W and Mo solutes in bcc Fe. The
computational results are compared with available experimental measurements
in the temperature range of 800 to 1184 K. Calculated and measured self and
impurity diffusion coefficients are found to agree within a factor of five over this
temperature range, with the level of agreement between experiment and theory
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being comparable to the scatter of experimental data in the high-temperature
paramagnetic phase. The calculated impurity diffusion coefficient for Mo is larger
than the self-diffusivity of bcc Fe over the entire temperature range below the α-γ
phase transition. Calculated activation energies for Ta and Hf impurities suggest
that these solutes should also display impurity diffusion coefficients larger than
that for Fe self-diffusion. For W the calculated impurity-diffusion coefficient is
comparable to and larger than the Fe self-diffusivity in the paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic phases, respectively.
The current computational study is motivated in the context of the design
of nanoscale-precipitate-strengthened ferritic alloys, where the identification of
slow diffusing solutes in the bcc matrix is desirable for the optimization of
coarsening and creep resistance. The accuracy of the results obtained in this
study suggests that the proposed computational approach should provide a
useful tool to aid in the development of kinetic databases for such alloy-design
efforts.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF AL ON MICROSTRUCTURE AND CREEP
BEHAVIOR
4.1

Introduction
The creep behavior of the particle-strengthened alloys is largely

dependent on the microstructural parameters of the precipitates viz. particle size,
inter-particle spacing, and volume fraction, which are associated with various
dislocation-particle interaction mechanisms (e.g., particle shearing, Orowan
looping, dislocation climb, and dislocation detachment) [131]. Previous work
studied the effect of the precipitate volume fraction on the creep properties of FeNi-Al-Cr alloys by proportionally adjusting the content of Ni and Al [34]. To the
best of our knowledge, no efforts have been made so far to study the influence of
Al on the microstructural parameters as well as on the mechanical properties.
Microstructural modification by addition of Al provides a considerable cost
advantage over the addition of Ni.
In the present work, the microstructural attributes of NiAl-type B2
precipitates and corresponding creep properties of the alloys are investigated
and analyzed in six model ferritic alloys with Al content varying from 4 to 10
mass%, which have been designed to achieve improved creep resistance. The
objectives are to investigate the interrelationships among composition,
microstructure, and mechanical properties, which facilitates to establish a
baseline creep database for further optimization of properties. The primary
precipitate attributes are quantified by ex-situ ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering
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(USAXS) measurements, using a theoretical model which combines the
polydispersity (a monomodal distribution of primary precipitate size) and
interference effects of the precipitates (interference between waves scattered by
different particles). Complementary transmission-electron-microscopy (TEM)
characterizations are carried out to validate the microstructural attributes
obtained from synchrotron USAXS experiments, and also to reveal the
dislocation-particle interaction mechanisms in the crept alloys. The effect of Al
content on the precipitate configurations in the aged specimen is briefly
discussed based on the precipitation and coarsening kinetics. The correlation
between precipitate parameters and creep behavior is discussed with respect to
the magnitude of Orowan stress and diffusion coefficient in the matrix. These
results are expected to establish the baseline information for the structureproperty relationships and creep behaviors of the designed alloys.
Synchrotron USAXS is selected to quantify the precipitate characteristics
(volume fraction, average size, inter-particle distance) due to its unique
advantages over small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), small-angle neutron
scattering

(SANS),

laboratory

X-ray

facilities,

and

transmission-electron

microscopy (TEM). USAXS can resolve large-dimension microstructures,
including the 130-nm precipitates in the studied alloys, which is below the lower
limit of the scattering vector for other small-angle scattering facilities. It probes a
large volume (up to a few mm3 for low absorbing materials) with better statistics
compared to the scale of the local structure (several μm) characterized by TEM.
A relative high-energy X-ray beam (~ 17 keV) can be utilized to analyze highly
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absorbing materials (such as Fe-based alloys), to ensure appropriate
transmission (~ 40%) of the X-ray beam through the thin foil. Moreover, USAXS
requires a short measuring time in comparison to SANS and TEM, and a smaller
quantity of sample than SANS.

4.2

Experimental Methods
The nominal alloy compositions are listed in Table 6 in both mass percent

(mass%) and atomic percent (at.%). Composition throughout this Chapter is in
mass%, unless specified otherwise. The model alloys contain nominally 10% Ni
and Cr, and 3.2% Mo to dilate the matrix (i.e., to reduce the lattice mismatch
between β and β΄ phases). A small amount of Zr and B was added to introduce
ZrB2 particles for grain boundary pinning. The alloy ingots were fabricated by
vacuum arc-melting and then drop cast into a Cu mold. The purity of the starting
materials was 99.97%. Rods cut from ingots were sealed under vacuum in quartz
tubes and homogenized at 1473 K for 30 minutes, followed by aging at 973 K for
100 hours. The rods were air cooled after the heat treatments.
Creep specimens were cut from the rods into cylinders having a 4-mm
diameter and 6-mm height using electrical discharge machining (EDM). Shorttime compressive creep tests were conducted to prescreen the creep properties
of the different compositions using a Material Testing Systems (MTS) servohydraulic testing machine, as shown in Figure 11. A constant compressive load
with an engineering stress level of 140 MPa was applied at a constant
temperature of 973 K for 100 hours in air. The temperature variation across the
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Table 6. FBB alloy nominal compositions [in both mass% (bold) and at.% (in
parenthesis)].

Alloys #

Fe

Al

Cr

Ni

Mo

Zr

B

FBB10

66.3

10

10

10

3.4

0.25

0.005

(60.6)

(18.9)

(9.8)

(8.7)

(1.8)

(0.14)

(0.02)

68.3

8

10

10

3.4

0.25

0.005

(63.7)

(15.4)

(10)

(8.9)

(1.8)

(0.14)

(0.02)

69.8

6.5

10

10

3.4

0.25

0.005

(66.1)

(12.7)

(10.2)

(9.0)

(1.9)

(0.14)

(0.02)

70.3

6

10

10

3.4

0.25

0.005

(66.9)

(11.8)

(10.2)

(9.1)

(1.9)

(0.15)

(0.02)

71.3

5

10

10

3.4

0.25

0.005

(68.5)

(10.0)

(10.3)

(9.1)

(1.9)

(0.15)

(0.02)

72.3

4

10

10

3.4

0.25

0.005

(70.2)

(8.0)

(10.4)

(9.2)

(1.9)

(0.15)

(0.03)

FBB8

FBB6.5

FBB6

FBB5

FBB4
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11. Experimental configurations of compressive creep experiment under
constant load using Material Testing Systems (MTS) servo-hydraulic testing
machine: (a) Furnace covered by thermal insulation materials, and (b) a closer
look of the cylindrical samples, ceramics grips, and split furnace.
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sample was within 2 K, as monitored by a thermocouple attached to the
specimen. The size of the cylinder was too small to use a high-temperature
extensometer. Instead, the displacement of the crossheads was recorded as a
function of time and translated into the creep strain. After the creep test, the
sample was cooled in air under an unstressed state. This might have caused a
slight relaxation of dislocation substructures.
Foils sliced from rods were ground to a thickness of ~ 50 μm. Fine
polishing with P4000 abrasive SiC paper was performed to reduce the
contribution from surface scattering to SAXS. Small-angle scattering data were
collected at the X-ray Operations and Research beamline, 32-ID-B (presently
moved to 15-ID), an Ultra-Small-Angle X-ray Scattering Facility [132] at the
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. A schematic plot of the
experimental configuration is exhibited in Figure 12. The beam size was adjusted
to the dimension of 1.6 x 0.8 mm. The beam was illuminated at the center of the
foils. The measured scattering vector ranged from 10-4 to 0.5 Å-1. The data
acquisition time for each sample was roughly 15 minutes for 200 data points. The
data reduction and de-smearing corrections were performed to derive the spectra
on the absolute intensity scale using Indra and Irena software packages [132133].
TEM characterization was performed using a Hitachi 8100 microscope
operated at 200 kV. Slices were ground to less than 100 µm in thickness, and
thinned by a Fischione dual-jet polisher. An electrolyte containing a 20-volume
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Figure 12. Schematic of the APS USAXS instrument in one-dimensional
collimated or USAXS imaging configuration [132].
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fraction (vol.%) of the perchloric acid in methanol was maintained at 233 to 238 K,
and a voltage of 40 V and a current of 40 ~ 50 mA was applied. For crept
materials, foils used for USAXS measurements were further prepared by
electropolishing. The electrolyte contained 6% perchloric acid, 60% Methanol,
33.5% ethoxy-ethanol, and 0.5% glycerin in methanol, which was maintained at
243 to 253 K and a voltage of 16 V.

4.3

Results

4.3.1 Theoretical Model and USAXS Analysis
A typical absolute intensity profile from USAXS measurements for the
aged FBB6.5 alloy is shown in Figure 13(a) as a function of the scattering vector,
Q. The profile contains a power-law slope at Q < 10-3 Å-1 and a broad distinctive
peak at a Q range of 10-3 ~ 10-2 Å-1 with a small bump at ~ 7 × 10-3 Å-1. The slope
at low Q (< 10-3 Å-1) represents the scattering from defects or precipitates at the
grain boundaries of the polycrystalline Fe matrix. The large peak at 10-3 ~ 10-2 Å-1
is characteristic of the strong interference among the primary β' precipitates, and
is indicative of the average inter-particle spacing. In this case, previously used
Guinier approximation to obtain the radius of gyration as a measure of precipitate
size is rendered inapplicable, since there is a non-dilute number density of
precipitates within the grains [134]. Also, the smeared shoulder at ~ 7 × 10-3 Å-1 is
not consistent with the previously determined inter-particle spacing (~ 10 nm) of
hyperfine secondary precipitates as revealed in a previous APT study [27].
Actually, those secondary precipitates have no significant population to generate
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(a)

(b)
Figure 13. (a) Measured and fitted absolute intensity profiles for the aged FBB6.5
alloy, along with the scaled form factor and structure factor, and (b) the dark-field
(DF) TEM image (using 100B2 reflection) showing β΄ (bright) particles [27].
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detectable scattering signal at Q ~ 0.06 Å-1. Rather, the small shoulder on the
right side of main scattering peak is indicative of the synergy between the
polydispersity of the precipitate size and the variance of the inter-particle spacing.
The intensity spectra for all the alloy compositions showed similar characteristic
features, except for the position and shape of the correlation peak [see Figure
14].
The precipitate parameters in real space can be extracted from the
measured absolute intensity in the reciprocal space using an appropriate
theoretical-model fitting. Considering the case of non-dilute precipitates, we apply
a model that includes both the polydispersity and interactions among particles.
Previous TEM work showed that B2 precipitates for all the compositions were
spherical in shape [27] [see Figure 13(b)]. For spherical particles, the measured
absolute intensity can be written as the product of the form factor and structure
factor with other scaling parameters as [135]
I (Q ) = n p | Δρ | 2 P(Q )S (Q ) + AQ − b + I b

(16)

where np is the number density of precipitates in the illuminated volume and Δρ is
the contrast of the average scattering-length density between the precipitate and
the matrix. At small Q, the contribution from the scattering of grain boundaries is
taken into account by incorporating a term of AQ-b into the equation, where b is a
parameter representing the fractal information of the grain-boundary surface, A is
the scattering amplitude for the grain-boundary scattering, Ib is the scattering
intensity background, and P(Q) is the average form factor depending on the
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shape and size distribution of the particles. The normalized form factor for a
spherical particle is given by
F (Q, x) = [sin (Qx ) − Qx cos(Qx )] / (Qx )

(17)

3

where x is the individual precipitate radius. Considering that the precipitates
exhibit a polydisperse size distribution, as evident by the TEM characterization, a
normal distribution (Gaussian law) is assumed with an average particle radius, R,
and standard deviation of particle radius, δ, as

[

]

N ( x, R, δ ) = exp − (x − R ) / 2δ 2 / 2πδ 2
2

(18)

Therefore, the form factor for the overall contribution to intensity is written as
⎛ 4π ⎞
P(Q ) = ⎜
⎟
⎝ 3 ⎠

2

∫ F (Q, x ) ⋅ N ( x, R, δ ) ⋅ x dx
2

(19)

6

S(Q), the structure factor representing the inter-particle correlations, is calculated
by a stochastic phenomenological model [136]

[(
) ]

) ]

⎧
⎫
1 − exp − Q 2σ 2 / 4 cos(QL )
S (Q, L, σ ) = 2⎨
⎬ −1
2 2
2 2
⎩1 − 2 exp − Q σ / 4 cos(QL ) + exp − Q σ / 2 ⎭

[(

[(

) ]

(20)

where L is the average inter-particle spacing and σ is the standard variation of L.
Eq. (20) originates from the assumption that the particles are partially ordered
with an average separation distance [136]. Such a structure factor has been
previously applied to a Ni-based superalloy system strengthened by ellipsoid
precipitates, which provided predictions on precipitate parameters and were
subsequently validated by TEM [135]. From Eqs. (16) – (20), the measured
absolute intensity can be fitted by this model with eight parameters: np|Δρ|2, R, δ,
L, σ, IINC, b, and A, employing a nonlinear least-square fitting method.
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As exhibited in Figure 13(a), there is good agreement between the fitted
data and desmeared spectra from the USAXS measurement. Figure 14 displays
the USAXS-intensity profiles measured and fitted for the alloys with varying
amounts of Al. The reduced χ 2 , which represents the goodness of fit, is close to
1 for all the fitting. Note that the intensities are rescaled for clarity. The values for
the power-law slopes at low Q and the background at high Q are similar for all
the alloy compositions. With increasing Al concentrations, the peak shifts to the
high Q region, indicating that the inter-particle spacing becomes smaller.
Table 7 summarizes the values for the average precipitate diameter,
average inter-particle spacing calculated from the USAXS spectra, and their
corresponding standard deviations. Average diameters obtained from TEM
experiments are also listed for comparison. Even though TEM data are based on
a finite number of precipitates (less than 100), those obtained from the USAXS
data are in good agreement with the former. This trend provides further
verification for the underlying model used to deconvolute the USAXS spectra for
an accurate determination of precipitation attributes.
The intensity profile does not only include the phase contrast between the
matrix and the precipitates, but also reflects the scattering from grain boundaries
as implied by the slope at low Q. Therefore, it is not reliable to apply Porod’s
invariant [137] (with the knowledge of the matrix-precipitate scattering contrast,
Δρ) to derive the precipitate volume fraction. However, the volume fraction of the
precipitates from the precipitate parameters can be obtained, using the following
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Figure 14. Measured and fitted absolute intensity profiles for aged ferritic alloys
with different Al%. Note that the intensities are rescaled.
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Table 7. Primary precipitate parameters (average diameter, 2R, standard
deviation of diameter, 2δ, average inter-particle spacing, L, standard deviation of
spacing, σ, and vol.%) of the aged FBB alloys determined by USAXS, TEM, and
AEM [26]. The uncertainties of USAXS results are obtained from non-linear leastsquare fitting (units: nm).

Parameters

2R

2δ

L

σ

Vol.%

USAXS

152.4 ± 6.2

38.4 ± 4.4

302.0 ± 11.5

174.0 ± 5.3

10.5± 0.8+

TEM/AEM

148

43

-

-

5

USAXS

127.4 ± 3.8

34.8 ± 2.8

229.5 ± 14.0

196.5 ± 10.6

10.4± 0.8+

6

USAXS

111.0 ± 3.0

32.0 ± 2.2

186.6 ± 3.2

89.2 ± 2.1

15.1± 0.7+

6.5

USAXS

129.8 ± 4.2

30.0 ± 3.4

175.0 ± 4.9

101.7 ± 3.6

17.8±1.0 +

TEM/AEM

130

25

-

-

USAXS

99.4 ± 1.5

24.4 ± 1.2

178.5 ± 1.5

74.2 ± 1.9

13.4± 0.4+

TEM

105

25

-

-

-

USAXS

89.4 ± 2.4

26.2 ± 2.4

165.9 ± 1.8

82.9 ± 1.2

12.9± 0.6+

TEM/AEM

93.3

22.1

-

-

Alloys
4

8

10

+ Based on USAXS data by Eq. (21).
# Measured by AEM [26].
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13.5#

17.8#

17.9#

equation, while assuming that the normal distribution of the particle diameter and
inter-particle spacing are independent of each other,
∞∞

f =

∫∫
0 0

[

]

[

]

4πx 3 exp − (x − R ) / 2δ 2 exp − ( y − L ) / 2σ 2
⋅
⋅
dxdy
y3
2πδ 2
2πσ 2
2

2

(21)

The calculated volume fractions of precipitates for various alloys are listed in
Table 7. The results of volume fractions from USAXS show a qualitative
agreement with 13.5%, 17.8%, and 17.9% for alloys FBB4, 6.5, and 10,
respectively, which were previously reported based on the quantitative analysis
of the compositions of matrix and primary precipitates in an analytical electron
microscope (AEM) [26].
The precipitate parameters and volume fractions obtained from USAXS are
plotted as a function of Al% for the aged alloys in Figure 15. TEM results for the
precipitate diameters of the aged alloys are also presented as a reference for
comparison with USAXS results. As the Al content increases, there is a ~ 30%
reduction in the average precipitate diameter from 150 nm for FBB4 to 100 nm
for FBB10, while FBB6.5 appears to have a higher diameter than FBB6 and 8.
The average inter-particle spacing shows a ~ 40% decrease from 300 nm to 180
nm with Al increasing to 6.5%, and a slight decrease within the range of 6.5 ~
10% Al. The corresponding magnitude of the volume fraction determined by Eq.
(21) are in the range of 10 ~ 18 %. The volume fraction of the precipitates tends
to increase with Al addition up to 6.5%, and remains nearly constant with further
addition of Al.
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Figure 15. Precipitate parameters and volume fractions obtained by USAXS and
measured by TEM as a function of Al%.
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The variation of the precipitate parameters before and after creep
deformation has been examined. Representative measured and fitted absolute
intensity profiles are displayed in Figure 16 (a) ~ (e) for aged and crept alloys,
with the peaks magnified at the lower left corner. After creep deformation, a
common feature found for all the alloys is that the peak shifts slightly to smaller Q
values. The inter-particle spacing increases after creep for alloys with differing Al
contents. The average particle size remains constant or exhibits a slight increase,
implying that the precipitates coarsened slightly during the 100-hour creep
deformation.
4.3.2 Compressive Creep Behavior
Figure 17 shows the compressive creep curves of strain vs. time for the
six alloys, at 973K under 140 MPa for 100 hours. All alloys except FBB4 show a
brief primary creep, where the strain rate decreases as a function of time, prior to
the secondary-creep stage where the strain rate is approximately constant. Either
secondary creep or slowly accelerating tertiary creep was observed during the
100-hour tests. The period of secondary creep is shorter for alloys FBB10 and
FBB8 in comparison to the other alloys. The accelerated onset and extended
period of tertiary creep is usually explained by particle coarsening [138-139] and
strain softening micromechanisms (e.g., accumulation of dislocations and
cavitations) [140-142].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 16. Measured and fitted absolute intensity profiles for aged and crept FBB
alloys with 4 ~ 8 mass% Al [(a) ~ (e)].
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Figure 17. Compressive creep curves at 973 K under 140 MPa for 100 hours;
strain as a function of time are plotted for various compositions.
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The steady-state creep rate varies by nearly two orders of magnitude (10-9
~ 10-7 /s) as a function of Al content. Optimal composition with the minimal
secondary creep rate is exhibited by the alloys with ~ 6.5 mass% Al (FBB6.5).
For Fe-Ni-Al-Cr alloys with 9 ~ 37 vol.% of precipitates, Stallybrass [34]
measured the compressive steady-state creep rates to be in the range of 7.2 x
10-5 ~ 2.8 x 10-6 /s at 973 K and under 140 MPa. Compared to these results, the
present FBB alloys show 1 ~ 3 orders of magnitude lower creep rates with less
than 20 vol.% precipitates. Such a significant improvement in creep resistance is
likely a result of, among others, the addition of Mo as a solid-solution
strengthening element in the Fe matrix. In-situ TEM observations of dislocation
motion in an Fe-Mo solid solution at high temperatures show that dislocation
mobility is reduced due to viscous motion of dislocations dragging the solute
atmosphere [143]. Creep rates in solid-solution Fe-Mo alloys have been reported
to be approximately three orders of magnitude lower than that in α-Fe [144],
which is in good agreement with our results.
4.3.3 Dislocation-Particle Interaction Modes
Figure 18 presents a typical feature of the dislocation-particle interaction
modes in the secondary creep regime as determined by TEM, which reveals the
existence of two types of precipitate strengthening mechanisms: dislocation
loops bowing out between particles (indicated by red arrows) and dislocation
climb around particles (indicated by blue arrows). However, it is not possible to
conclusively determine which is the dominant mechanism between the two
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Figure 18. Bright-field (BF) TEM images taken with a 110 diffraction vector near
the [001] zone showing dislocation-particle interactions identified as dislocation
loops (red arrows) and dislocation climb around particles (blue arrows) in the
compressively crept FBB8 alloy at 973 K and under 140 MPa.
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interaction modes. It should be noted that particle shearing was not observed,
which is probably due to the coarse size of the precipitates. The TEM results are
consistent with Zhu’s investigations, which suggested that the operative
mechanism under low stresses (e.g., 60 MPa, 923 K, and 100 MPa, 873 K) is
dislocation climb. The feature of Orowan looping at high stresses (e.g., 140 MPa,
873 K) was also reported [35].

4.4

Discussions

4.4.1 Effect of Al on Precipitate Volume Fraction and Size
The rise of the volume fraction of precipitates as Al increases from 4 to
6.5% is likely due to more Al atoms forming B2 precipitates together with the Ni
atoms in the matrix. With further addition of Al beyond 6.5%, the precipitate
volume fraction saturates due to the lack of the further availability of Ni in the
matrix; consequently, the excess Al atoms remain in the matrix. This trend is
consistent with the published results that the matrix composition is indeed
enriched with 18.6 atomic percent (at.%) Al in FBB10, compared to 8.2 and 4.7
at.% in FBB 6.5 and 4, respectively (see Table 2 in Ref. [26]).
The precipitate size in the aged specimen is closely related to the
diffusional nucleation and growth of the precipitates. The effects of Al content
are associated with three distinct aspects: (1) Al affects the composition and
volume fraction of the precipitates by partitioning into the precipitate phase; (2) Al
in the matrix modifies the composition and diffusion rates of elements in the
matrix, and (3) the lattice misfit between the matrix and precipitates changes due
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to the different phase compositions. The lattice misfit between the two phases is
calculated from the lattice parameters measured by neutron diffraction as
δ =2

a p − am
a p + am

(22)

where ap and am are the lattice parameters of the matrix and precipitate,
respectively. The lattice misfits δ at 973 K under zero stress are very similar for
FBB4, 6.5, and 10 alloys (-0.0004, 0.0002, and 0.0002, respectively). Therefore,
the diffusional nucleation and growth of precipitates can be mainly discussed with
respect to the first and second aspects, as discussed above.
From both literature results and our preliminary work, the precipitation of
ordered B2 NiAl intermetallics was observed to occur during the quenching and
precipitation kinetics during subsequent aging was fast [18]. The average particle
size characterized by TEM in the as-quenched specimen from homogenization at
1473 K is listed in Table 8, together with the ratio of the mean volume of
precipitates after 100-hour aging and in the as-quenched specimen, which is a
qualitative measure of precipitate coarsening resistance. First, the as-quenched
particle size in FBB10 is much lower than FBB6.5 and 8, and the volume fraction
is larger (or nearly the same), which possibly indicates a higher nucleation rate in
FBB10. According to Equation 5.11 in Ref. [145], the homogeneous nucleation
rate in solids is described as
⎛ ΔG * ⎞
⎛ ΔGm ⎞
⎟
N hom = wC 0 exp⎜ −
⎟ exp⎜⎜ −
⎟
⎝ kT ⎠
⎝ kT ⎠
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(23)

ΔG * =

16πγ 3

3(ΔGv − ΔG s )

2

(24)

where w is the vibration frequency of the atoms, C0 is the number of atoms per
unit volume in the phase, ΔG m is the activation energy for atomic migration per
atom, ΔG * is the critical free energy change for homogeneous nucleation, γ is
the matrix-precipitate interfacial energy, ΔGv is the volume free energy reduction
per unit volume caused by the formation of a volume of precipitates, ΔGs is the
misfit strain energy per unit volume of the precipitate. If the misfit strain energy is
ignored, ΔG * is inversely proportional to the power of the chemical driving force
ΔGv . With the increase of Al concentration, the chemical driving force for
2

nucleation will increase, leading to a reduction of ΔG * and, thus, an accelerated
nucleation rate. Since the precipitate equilibrium volume fraction is comparable
for FBB6.5 and FBB10, an increased addition of Al into FBB10 and the resulting
high percentage of Al in the matrix [26] can lead to the smaller size of
precipitates with a denser distribution, which is consistent with our TEM
observations of the as-quenched alloys as shown in Table 8.
Secondly, the ratio of the mean volume of precipitates V973/VAQ for FBB10
is substantially higher than FBB6.5 and FBB8. Since the effect of lattice misfit is
ignored due to the subtle difference in various compositions, the coarsening rate
of β΄ is mainly governed by the diffusion coefficient of the controlled species in
the matrix. The rate-controlling diffusion coefficient at 973 K is the self-diffusion
coefficient of Fe, which is slower than the solute-diffusion coefficients of Al, Ni,
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Table 8. Precipitate size data (mean diameter ± standard deviation, in nm) based
on TEM measurements. As a relative measure of coarsening resistance in these
alloys, also listed are V973/VAQ [= (D973/DAQ)3] the ratio of the mean volumes of
precipiates after aging (V973) and in the as-quenched (VAQ) conditions.

Alloy

As-quenched

Aged at 973K/100h

V973/VAQ

FBB6.5

100 ± 18

130 ± 25

2.2

FBB8

95 ± 22

105 ± 25

1.35

FBB10

20.5 ± 4.3

100.3 ± 26.5

117
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Mo, and Cr in the Fe matrix (see Figure 5). It has been reported that the selfdiffusion coefficient of Fe increases by more than one order of magnitude at 973
K, as Al increases from 6 to 18 at.% (see Figure 2 in Ref. [146]). The accelerated
self diffusion of Fe could be associated with the reduction of the vacancy
formation enthalpy as Al content increases in the disordered Fe-Al alloys [147].
Therefore, the accelerated coarsening rate is likely due to the enhanced self
diffusion of Fe in the matrix, which is induced by the large amount of Al
partitioned into the matrix.
4.4.2 Correlation between Precipitate Attributes and Creep Behavior
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the precipitate volume fraction increases as
the Al content increases to 6.5 mass% and saturates with further Al additions,
which is primarily due to the lack of concomitant increase in the amount of Ni to
form more β΄ precipitates.
As described in Section 4.3.4, the dislocation-particle interaction modes
during

secondary

creep

regime

have

been

determined

through

TEM

characterization as the combination of Orowan dislocation loop and dislocation
climb. These two mechanisms (Orowan looping and dislocation climb) introduce
a threshold stress such that the effective creep deformation is initialized only if
the applied stress is higher than the threshold stress. The steady-state creep rate
for power-law creep considering a threshold stress can be described by
ε& = B

GbD ⎛ σ a − σ th ⎞
⎜
⎟
kT ⎝
G
⎠
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n

(25)

where B is a dimensionless constant, n is the stress exponent, D is the effective
diffusivity of a rate-controlling element in the matrix, T is the absolute
temperature, G is the isotropic shear modulus of the matrix, b is the Burger’s
vector in the matrix, σa is the applied stress, and σth is the threshold stress. The
experimentally determined values of n and σth from tensile creep experiments for
FBB6.5 will be reported in Section 5.5.1.
In the following, we focus on the threshold stress described by a variety of
models and the dependence of threshold stress on the precipitate volume
fraction. Depending on the different types of dislocation-particle interactions
(dislocation looping, dislocation local climb, and general climb), the magnitude of
threshold stress can have a wide range of values. The dislocation detachment
mechanism may be ruled out here as it only applies to incoherent particles. An
upper bound of threshold stress is given by the Orowan stress when dislocations
bypass particles by bowing out on the glide plane. A lower bound could be a
relative small fraction of the Orowan stress for dislocation climb mechanisms
(e.g., 0.4 ~ 0.7 for the local climb and 0.004 ~ 0.02 for the general climb
mechanisms [131,148]). The Orowan stress is a function of shear modulus,
precipitate volume fraction, and particle radius as described by [149]:
σ OR =

0.81Gb
⎛ 1.63r ⎞
ln⎜
⎟
1/ 2
πλs (1 − ν )
⎝ b ⎠
⎡⎛ π
⎢⎣⎝ f

λ s = 0.82 × ⎢⎜⎜

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
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1/ 2

⎤
− 2⎥ r
⎥⎦

(26)

(27)

where λs is the square lattice spacing, r is the particle radius, f is the volume
fraction, and ν is the Poisson’s Ratio. Note that r and f are two competing factors
that govern the magnitude of Orowan stress. The value of Orowan stress
increases with increasing f and decreasing r.
Due to multicomponent nature of our alloys and a creep testing
temperature of 973 K, it is necessary to consider the composition and
temperature dependence of G, rather than the temperature dependence of pure
Fe, in order to estimate σOR in Eq. (7). In an earlier study, a model to calculate
the composition and temperature dependence of G of bcc Fe-based alloys was
proposed [150], and it is given by
⎡
G = ⎢10.296 +
⎢⎣

∑

⎛ dG
xj⎜
⎜ dx j
⎝

⎤⎡
⎞
⎛T
⎟
⎥ ⎢1 − 0.48153⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ Tc
⎠ Total ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣

⎞⎤
⎟⎟⎥ for T > Tc
⎠⎥⎦

(28)

where xj is the atomic fraction of Al, Cr, Ni, and Mo in the ferritic matrix, and
⎛ dG ⎞
⎜
⎟
is the rate of change in shear modulus with composition, and Tc is the
⎜ dx j ⎟
⎝
⎠Total
⎛ dG ⎞

⎟
Curie temperature. Relevant ⎜⎜
values were reported previously [150],
⎟
dx
j
⎝
⎠Total

while Tc is calculated using the kMART database [46,47]. Curie temperautre is
calculated to be 945, 897, and 698 K for the ferritic matrix in FBB4, 6.5, and 10
alloys, respectively. The corresponding values for G at 973 K are 28.2, 46.1, and
49.8 GPa for FBB4, 6.5, and 10 alloys, respectively.
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Taking ν = 0.33, b = 0.2514 nm, and r determined by USAXS, the
calculated Orowan stress are 164.6, 195.9, and 144.2 MPa for FBB4, 6.5, and 10,
respectively, as shown in Table 9.
For a small applied stress, a threshold stress arises due to an increased
dislocation line length, hence an increased total elastic energy, when dislocations
climb over particles. The magnitude of the threshold stress, which is relatively
insensitive to the precipitate parameters, is determined by the geometric
configuration of the dislocation during the climb bypass. For local climb, which
assumes a sharp bend of dislocation at the particle-matrix interface, σth depends
on the shape of the particle, and is ~ 0.45σor for spherical particles in the
combined climb and Orowan bypass model proposed by Arzt and Ashby [48].
Rosler and Arzt [49] suggested that the magnitude of σth/σor for local climb is
proportional to r/l, where l is the inter-particle spacing. The value r/l is 0.26, 0.34,
and 0.25 for FBB4, 6.5, and 10 alloys, respectively, according to the USAXS
results.
Assuming the same dominant creep mechanism to be either dislocation
local climb, or mixed mode of local climb and dislocation looping, FBB6.5 always
has the highest Orowan stress and thus the highest threshold stress due to a
high magnitude of precipitate volume fraction and matrix shear modulus as well
as an intermediate value of average precipitate size. The correlation between its
high magnitude of Orowan stress and optimal creep resistance is clearly
apparent, indicating its optimal precipitate configuration to effectively resist
dislocation motion.
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Table 9. Matrix compositions (in at.%) obtained by AEM (see Table 2 in Ref.
[26]), calculated Tc, G, and σOR for FBB4, 6.5, and 10 alloys.

Alloys #

Fe

Al

Cr

Ni

Mo

Tc

G

σOR

(K)

(GPa)

(MPa)

FBB4

78.4

4.7

11.5

3.3

2.1

945

49.8

164.6

FBB6.5

75.7

8.2

11.9

2.1

2.1

897

46.1

195.9

FBB10

65.3

18.6

11.6

2.0

2.6

698

28.2

144.2
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4.5

Summary
USAXS was used to determine primary precipitate parameters in model

ferritic superalloys. A theoretical model that incorporates a polydisperse form
factor and a phenomenological structure factor is employed to calculate the
precipitate size, spacing, corresponding variance, and volume fraction. The
microstructural attributes obtained from USAXS compare favorably with the
complementary TEM data. As the amount of Al increases from 4 to 10 wt.% in
the alloys, ~ 40% decrease in the average inter-particle spacing and ~ 30%
reduction of the particle diameter were observed. The effect of Al on the
precipitate size is discussed with respect to precipitation nucleation and
coarsening. The alloy with optimal creep resistance is the composition containing
6.5 wt.% Al. Orowan looping and dislocation climb are identified as the
dislocation-particle interaction modes. The optimal alloy of FBB6.5 shows a
maximum value of Orowan stress, implying that the precipitates configuration in
this alloy provides a strong resistance to dislocation motion.
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CHAPTER V
IN-SITU NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES ON CREEP AND
TENSILE BEHAVIOR
5.1

Introduction
Further optimization of the creep properties of Fe-Ni-Al ferritic alloys

requires a fundamental understanding of the deformation micromechanisms,
particularly at the local β and β' levels. Although mechanical behavior of singlephase solid-solution ferritic alloys [151-152] and NiAl intermetallics [153] have
been investigated extensively, few studies have explored the deformation of twophase alloy systems with β and β' phases present in the constrained state
[30,34-35]. While these earlier studies focus on the macroscopic deformation
behaviors at room temperature and elevated temperatures, none has explored
the micromechanisms of deformation and load transfer/partition at the level of
polycrystalline grains and local phases inside grains.
Neutron diffraction (ND) provides the crucial information on structural
deformation at mesoscopic scales (less than 1 μm), specifically the accurate
determination of lattice strains in differently-oriented grains and/or multiple
phases. Large beam size and large penetration of neutrons into matters enable
the illumination of a substantial quantity of grains, from which structural
mechanisms in the bulk can be determined with better statistics. In contrast to
the residual stress/strain state measured with ex-situ characterization techniques,
in-situ measurements under loading at high temperatures probe the dynamic
lattice-strain evolution during deformation. Since diffraction allows the precise
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determination of interplanar spacings, it can be used to measure the elastic
lattice strains. On the contrary, diffraction is not directly sensitive to plastic
deformation, since the shear strain parallel to crystallographic planes induced by
slip deformation cannot be directly detected by diffraction. However, local plastic
strain of the differently-oriented grains is generally incompatible and, thus, is
compensated by elastic lattice strains, which create local residual stresses.
Therefore, the effects of plastic deformation on the elastic lattice strain can also
be revealed by diffraction measurements.
So far only a limited number of investigations on the creep and high
temperature tension of multiphase materials have been carried out using in-situ
ND. These studies have successfully captured the diffraction signatures for
micromechanisms of plastic deformation from characteristic elastic lattice strains,
e.g., variations of slip systems at elevated temperatures [154], interphase load
transfer [154], yielding of secondary phase due to dislocation penetration,
estimations of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) [155] and constrained
thermal-expansion coefficients [156].
Strengthening due to precipitates has two underlying mechanisms: (1) the
direct interaction between precipitates and dislocations, which can be revealed
by

analyzing

macroscopic

mechanical

properties

and

microscopy

characterizations, and (2) the load transfer from the soft matrix to hard particles,
which can be inferred from ND lattice-strain measurements. In this work, we
present the results of the lattice-strain evolution during tension at room and
elevated temperatures and tensile creep at 973 K of the ferritic superalloy
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containing 6.5 wt.% Al. As discussed in Chapter IV, the alloy with 6.5 wt.% Al has
the optimal creep properties. Shift in peak positions during high-temperature
deformation is related to the average phase strains, (hkl) plane-specific lattice
strains, and intragranular local phase strains to gain insights into the creep and
tension deformation micromechanisms. The three types of lattice strains will be
elaborately described in Section 5.2. Interphase and intergranular load partition,
which are significant to the strength of material at high temperatures, are semiquantitatively inferred from the measured lattice strains. Meanwhile, a change in
peak intensity is associated with texture development, and a change in peak
width is correlated with precipitate/grain size and/or non-uniform strain. In order
to gain further insights into high-temperature deformation micromechanisms,
crystal-plasticity based finite element simulations are applied to calculate the
different types of lattice strains as a function of stress and compared to in-situ
neutron diffraction results.

5.2

Experimental Methods
The nominal composition of the alloy for in-situ creep and tension

experiments is Fe-12.7Al-10.2Cr-9Ni-1.9Mo-0.14Zr-0.024B, in atomic percent
(at.%), or Fe-6.5Al-10Cr-10Ni-3.4Mo-0.25Zr-0.005B, in wt.%. This is the
composition with optimal creep resistance at 973 K as described in Section 4.
The samples for in-situ creep experiments were sliced from the ingots fabricated
by vacuum arc melting at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The samples
for in-situ tension experiments were cut from the ingot fabricated by induction
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melting at Sophisticated Alloys, Inc. Rods cut from the two sources of ingots
were sealed in quartz tubes under vacuum for the purpose of subsequent heat
treatment. The heat treatment procedures include homogenization at 1473 K for
30 minutes followed by air cooling, and aging at 973 K for 100 hours followed by
air cooling. The microstructure of the alloys was revealed by optical microscopy
and TEM. The average grain size is ~ 100 μm, and the polycrystalline material is
slightly textured. Inside each grain, there is a homogeneous distribution of β΄
precipitates with an average diameter of 130 nm.
For in-situ creep experiments, screw-threaded cylindrical samples with a
gage length of 40 mm and a gage diameter of 6.35 mm were machined. The insitu ND experiments for creep were conducted at the Spectrometer for Materials
Research at Temperature and Stress (SMARTS) diffractometer, at the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) facility of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. A schematic of the ND time-of-flight experimental setup is presented
in Figure 19. In-situ creep experiments were performed in vacuum at 973 K
under constant load levels. A constant loading rate of 1 MPa / s was applied for
loading up to 107 MPa. After the secondary creep is stabilized at 107 MPa, the
stress is increased from 107 to 150 MPa. During creep, the macroscopic strain
was measured using a high-temperature extensometer over a gauge length of 10
mm within a measurable strain range of 10%. The cross-head displacement was
used to measure macroscopic strains above 10%. The material becomes
paramagnetic at 973 K and, thus, the magnetic contribution to the ND pattern can
be ignored. The diffraction geometry of SMARTS provides the lattice-strain
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Figure 19. Schematic plot of the experimental setup of time-of-flight neutron
diffraction. The scattering angle between the incident beam and the sample axial
direction (or loading direction) is fixed at 45°. The incident beam is polychromatic
with a range of wave length due to time-of-flight neutrons, which allows the
determination of a diffraction pattern covering a wide range of d-spacings. The
cube represents a detected volume illuminated by the neutron beam that is
defined by the collimator and the beam slit. Detector Bank 1 (or 2) collects
diffracted beam from polycrystalline grains with lattice planes parallel to the axial
(or transverse) direction [marked by red (or green)]. Lattice plane normal of the
diffracted grains is parallel to the diffraction vector, Q. In other words, measured
intensity comes from grains whose plane normal is parallel (Bank 2) or
perpendicular (Bank 1) to the loading direction.
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information parallel and perpendicular to the loading directions (both axial and
transverse directions with respect to the sample geometry). The neutron data
were collected in batches of 5 minutes during the initial 100 minutes of
measurements at 107 MPa, and in batches of 20 minutes afterwards. Diffraction
was collected in batches of 5 minutes to capture accelerated lattice-strain
changes at 150 MPa. In the ‘unloaded’ state, the sample was kept under a
tensile stress of 18 MPa for proper alignment and maintaining vacuum.
For in-situ tension experiments, screw-threaded cylindrical samples with a
gage length of 40 mm and a gage diameter of 6.75 mm were machined. The
neutron-diffraction experiments were conducted at the VULCAN Engineering
Diffractometer of the Spallation Neutron Source, ORNL, with the state-of-art
thermomechanical-loading capabilities. Experimental configuration is similar to
the schematic shown in Figure 19. Neutron data were detected in the highintensity mode using a 20 Hz frequency of chopper, which selects the
wavelength of the incident neutron beam. The incident beam size was controlled
by a 5-mm collimator and a 6-mm horizontal slit, providing an illuminated volume
of ~ 250 mm3 in the material. A room-temperature extensometer was used to
measure the macroscopic strain during room-temperature tension, while the
cross-head displacement was used to obtain the macroscopic strain at elevated
temperatures. Two water-cooled induction-heating coils, parallel to the axial
direction, were placed symmetrically above and below the sample, respectively,
as shown in Figure 20. The sample threads were screwed inside hightemperature water-cooled grips that were connected to the 100 kN load cell of a
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Material Testing Systems (MTS) machine. Considering that heating was
conducted in air, and thread ends of the sample were cooled inside the grips, we
were initially concerned about the axial temperature gradient within the beam.
Therefore, the temperature variation across the sample gauge length was
measured by an infrared camera, which was verified to be within 10 K at various
testing temperatures up to 1273 K. An example of the infrared camera image is
exhibited in Figure 20. Two K-type thermocouples were spot welded at the center
of the sample-gauge length and ~ 4 mm away from the center, respectively. The
central thermocouple was used to control the heating of the induction furnace,
while the off-central one was used to monitor the temperature difference with
respect to the central one. In-situ tension experiments were performed under a
constant load control mode with stepwise-loading steps at 300 (room
temperature), 623, 773, 873, and 973 K. Neutron diffraction data were collected
for 40 minutes at each stress level. Measurements during unloading were
performed at three stress levels, if the sample was not fractured at the maximum
load. The VULCAN data-analysis codes in an Interactive Data Language (IDL)
were utilized to conduct the single-peak fitting with a Gaussian-type function to
derive the position, the full width at half maximum (FWHM), and the integrated
intensity of individual hkl peaks. The patterns collected by the two detectors were
normalized with respect to the proton charge and the Vanadium calibration
pattern, in order to eliminate the influence of the variation of the neutron flux and
the detector efficiency, respectively. Thus, the normalized intensity was in an
arbitrary unit, and the relative evolution of the peak intensity could be obtained.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 20. (a) Experimental setup showing a sample loaded on the grips and
heating coils placed along the axial direction above and below the sample; and (b)
Infrared-camera image of the loaded sample with a heating temperature of 1163
K. The temperature gradient along the sample-gauge length is clearly shown by
the color scale (unit: °C). The temperature variation inside the neutron beam
marked by dashed lines (~ 7 mm along the axial direction) is within 10 K.
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The typical ND pattern measured at SMARTS is exhibited in Figure 21(a),
together with GSAS Rietveld refinement. Due to the coherency between the
precipitates and the matrix, overlapping β and β΄ peaks (e.g., 110, 200, 211, 220,
and 310 peaks) were observed as fundamental reflections, while low-intensity β΄
peaks (e.g., 100, 111, and 210 peaks) were detected as superlattice reflections.
Typical ND pattern detected at VULCAN is displayed in Figure 21(b), with
normalized intensity on a logarithm scale.
Three types of elastic lattice strains [the average phase strain, the (hkl)
plane-specific lattice strain, and intragranular local phase strain] are calculated
from ND measurements of the polycrystalline multiphase material, as illustrated
in Figure 22. The average phase strain is referred to as the lattice strain of an
individual phase, volume averaged over all its diffracted aggregates, which
represents the bulk behavior of the phase in the constrained state. The average
phase strain is determined from the average lattice parameters under
deformation, as obtained using whole-pattern Rietveld refinement in the General
Structural Analysis System (GSAS) [157]. The average phase strain is given by
the following formula
ε = (a − a 0 ) / a 0

(29)

where a0 is the reference lattice parameter prior to deformation, and a is the
lattice parameter as a function of creep time, for the respective phases. The
reference lattice parameter a0 is defined as the lattice parameter measured
under a nominal stress (18 MPa for creep and 0 MPa for tension experiments)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 21. Typical diffraction pattern measured at (a) SMARTS at 973 K with
intensity on a linear scale, and (b) VULCAN at 623 K with normalized intensity on
a logarithm scale. Precipitate superlattice 100 and 210 peaks are clearly
detected. The fundamental reflections, including 100, 200, 211, 220, 310, 321,
and 420 of the matrix are superimposed by the overlapping precipitate peaks.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 22. Three types of elastic lattice strains measured by neutron diffraction
are schematically illustrated: (a) the average phase strain, (b) the (hkl) planespecific lattice strain which reveals the intergranular load partition, and (c) the
intragranular local phase strain which reveals the interphase load partition inside
a specific (hkl)-oriented grain family. Black circles represent the precipitates, and
the hexagons represent grains with different crystallographic orientations.
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and at a reference temperature defined for different experiments. The peakprofile function used for Rietveld refinement is a convolution of two back-to-back
exponentials with a Gaussian function [157], as described in Appendix A.1.
Different variables incorporated in the refinement are the phase weight fraction,
spherical harmonics for the texture, and peak-profile parameters. Rietveld
analyses provide reasonable values of average β΄ phase strains with acceptable
uncertainties.
The second type of lattice strain reported here is the (hkl) plane-specific
lattice strain. It is grain-orientation dependent and is described as the average
lattice strain accumulated in the diffracted grains whose (hkl) plane normals are
parallel to the diffraction vector, Q [also denoted as (hkl)-oriented grains]. During
deformation of a polycrystalline sample, individual grains with different
crystallographic orientations sustain different degrees of strains, depending on
the relative orientations between the stress axis and the <hkl> crystallographic
poles, elastic anisotropy, and plastic anisotropy [158]. Also, since a grain shares
its grain boundaries with neighboring grains, additional strains are generated due
to intergranular constraints. Under plastic straining, certain plane-specific lattice
strains exhibit nonlinear relations with respect to the applied stress. The deviation
from the elastic linearity is attributed to the intergranular strain, which is
calculated as the difference between the measured (hkl) lattice strain and the
elastic response of lattice strains at the grain level. The (hkl) plane-specific lattice
strains represent the average response of β and β΄ phases in similarly oriented
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grains, and therefore are determined from the overlapping composite peaks
through GSAS single-peak fitting as
0
0
ε hkl = (d hkl − d hkl
) / d hkl

(30)

0
where ε hkl is the lattice strain in the (hkl)-oriented grains, d hkl
is the reference

(hkl) lattice spacing under the unloaded state (under 18 MPa for creep and under
0 Mpa for tension experiments), and d hkl is the (hkl) lattice spacing as a function
of creep time or applied tensile stress.
Both (hkl) plane-specific strains and average phase strains are measured
along the axial and transverse directions with respect to the sample-loading
geometry. Note that the reported lattice strains are not absolute, because any
residual strains induced by fabrication and heat treatment at the unloaded state
are ignored.
The intragranular local phase strains represent the average lattice strain
for β and β΄ phases inside specific (hkl)-oriented grain families as
β
β ,0
β ,0
β'
β ', 0
β ', 0
and ε local _ β ' = (d hkl
ε local _ β = (d hkl
− d hkl
) / d hkl
− d hkl
) / d hkl

(31)

Determination of this type of lattice strain highly relies on the accurate separation
of the overlapping peaks at fundamental reflections. As shown in Figure 23,
attempts were made to separate the 200 peak using the summation of two
Gaussian profiles calculated with similar methods as described in Ref. [159]. The
200 β΄ peak position is obtained from the corresponding 100 β΄ superlattice peak
β'
β
position. The ratio of integrated intensity ratio for 200 β and β΄ peaks, I 200
,
/ I 200
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β'
β
/ I 200
is calculated
are fixed as a constraint in the least-square fitting. The ratio I 200

with known precipitate volume fraction obtained from AEM analysis as
β'
I 200
β
I 200

=

β'
F200

Vf

β
F200

1−Vf

(32)

β'
β
where I 200
and I 200
are the integrated intensities of 200 β and β΄ peaks,
β
β'
respectively; Vf is the precipitate volume fraction; F200
and F200
are the diffraction

structure factors for (200) reflections in solid solution bcc Fe and NiAl B2
precipitates, respectively, which are functions of composition and atomic site
occupancy. The compositions of the matrix and the precipitate were obtained
from AEM and APT characterizations [26]. Atomic site occupancy in disordered
bcc Fe is not a concern. For precipitates, we assume that the solid solution Fe
atoms occupy both the Ni and Al sites. Therefore, the structure factors for β and
β΄ phases can be calculated as
β
F200
= 2( x Fe bFe + x Al b Al + x Ni b Ni + x Mo bMo + xCr bCr )
β'
Al Al
Ni Ni
F200
= x Al b Al + x Fe
bFe + x Ni b Ni + x Fe
bFe

(33)
(34)

where x is the atomic percentage of a specific element in the matrix or on the
cornor/center atomic sites in the precipitate, and b is the neutron scattering
length for a specific element. Using non-linear least square fitting, the peak
position of 200 β phase can be derived.
Analoguous to the γ/γ΄ Ni-based superalloys, the constrained lattice misfit
between β and β΄ phases influences the shape and size of β΄ precipitates, their
interaction with dislocations, mechanical properties, and creep resistance at high
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Figure 23. An example showing the separated 200 peaks belonging to the matrix
and the precipitate phases, measured at 773 K under applied tensile stress of
600 MPa. Each pattern is batched for 40 minutes of collection time at VULCAN.
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temperatures. Low misfit is beneficial with respect to the coarsening resistance
and microstructure stability of precipitates. The lattice-misfit evolution during
creep deformation is monitored within in-situ ND measurements. Average lattice
misfit is obtained by the relative lattice-parameter difference in the two phases as
δ = 2(a β ' − a β ) / (a β ' + a β )

(35)

where δ is the lattice misfit; αβ and αβ΄ are the lattice parameters of β and β΄
phases refined by the Rietveld fitting, respectively. Note that the lattice misfit
herein calculated describes the relative difference between the volume-averaged
lattice parameters of all the diffracted β grains and β΄ precipitates. Average lattice
misfit is, thus, a measure of the difference in the average phase strains of the two
phases, and therefore related to the residual strain fields in the two phases.
In comparison, the local lattice mismatch between β and β΄ phases inside
specific (hkl)-oriented grain families is calculated as

(

)(

β'
β
β'
β
δ hkl = 2 d hkl
− d hkl
/ d hkl
+ d hkl

)

(36)

Local lattice misfit is, thus, a measure of the difference in the intragranular local
phase strains, and reflects the interphase load transfer inside specific grain
orientations.

5.3

Description of Crystal-Plasticity Finite-Element Simulation
Finite element simulation based on crystal plasticity (CPFEM) is utilized to

simulate the elastic-plastic response of (hkl) lattice strains as a function of stress
and to compare with experimental results. The crystal plasticity model considers
the slip deformation inside each grain and the yielding sequence of different
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grains as governed by the grain orientation and the Schmid factor of specific slip
systems. Development of intergranular strain caused by short-range grain-grain
interactions due to the geometric constraints (incompability) of grain boundaries
can be captured by this model. The framework of CPFEM methodology and the
constitutive equations governing deformation within grains were elaborately
described in the papers published by Pierce et al., Bower and Wininger, and
Zheng et al [160-162]. A summary of the methodology is presented in the
Appendix A.2. According to the constitutive law as reported by them, the elastic
deformation gradient is determined by a relationship between the stress tensor
obtained from Hooke’s Law and the Cauchy stress. The plastic deformation
gradient is determined by a summation of strain over the total number of slip
systems, with regard to their respect products of slip direction, slip plane normal,
and slip strain rate. The slip strain rate considers the power-law flow rule and the
Pierce-Asaro-Needleman hardening law containing latent and self hardening.
We follow their work and further modified the ABAQUS user-defined
material (UMAT) subroutine to take into account the two phases with different
material attributes. The system is a polycrystalline aggregate containing 1000
cubic grains with random texture, as illustrated in Figure 24. There are 3 x 3 x 3
grids, or equivalently 27 elements, in each grain. 5 elements are randomly
assigned with the material parameters of the precipitate phase according to the
volume fraction of ~ 18%, and the remaining elements are assigned with the
matrix material parameters. Elements inside each grain have the same
crystallographic orientation, which mimics the cube-on-cube orientation of the
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matrix and the precipitates in the real alloy system. The calculated (hkl) lattice
strain is a volume average of the projected elastic strains in a subset of grains
whose (hkl) plane normal is parallel to the diffraction vector Q. To ensure that 1%
~2% of the total grains can be selected for each <hkl> direction, we assign grain
orientations within a difference of 5° relative to each <hkl> direction. Similarly,
different subsets of elements represent the matrix and precipitate phases with
specific <hkl> orientations are volume averaged to calculate the intragranular
local phase strain. Input material parameters for CPFEM include stiffness C11,
C12, and C44, as the single crystal elastic constants for cubic materials, the stress
exponent N, the initial hardening modulus h0, the initial slip strength τ0, the
saturation slip strength τs, and the latent hardening parameter q, for both the
matrix and the precipitate phases.
Since there are no available experimental data of the single crystal elastic
constants for solid solution Fe matrix dissolved with Ni, Al, Mo, Cr, and NiAl
precipitates containing Fe, we estimate their stiffness coefficients from the
polycrystalline diffraction data, as the required input for CPFEM simulation. This
type of calculation is of practical importance because single crystal elastic
constants are usually not available for many multicomponent polycrystalline
materials, in particular newly designed alloys. The reason is more or less
associated with the difficulties in fabricating single crystals with exactly the same
composition, necessary size, purity, and shape, for elastic constant
measurements by acoustic methods. The available single crystal elastic
constants at high temperatures are even rare. Voigt, Reuss, and Kroner models
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(a)

(b)
Figure 24. (a) Contour of σ22 for the 1000 cubic-grain model with 3 x 3 x 3 grids
inside each grain, under an applied uniaxial stress of 700 MPa, and (b) <100>
pole figure of random textured 1000 grains, superimposed on the <100>
stereographic projection for cubic materials.
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are widely used to calculate the isotropic elastic properties of a polycrystalline
bulk material from the single-crystal elastic constants of its individual single
crystal grains. To obtain the single-crystal elastic constants from polycrystalline
diffraction data is an inverse problem. We follow the method of Ref. [163] within
the modified Kronor micromechanical model to determine the single crystal
stiffness by least square fitting to the measured orientation-dependent diffraction
elastic constants from different (hkl) plane-specific elastic strains measured using
in-situ neutron diffraction. The diffraction elastic constants S1(hkl) and S2(hkl) are
expressed as a function of orientation-dependent Young’s modulus Ehkl and
Poisson’s ratio νhkl as
S1 (hkl ) = −v hkl / E hkl

(37)

1
S 2 ( hkl ) = [(1 + v hkl ) / E hkl ]
2

(38)

The calculation assumes that the polycrystal is texture free and therefore rules
out the effect of texture on the diffraction elastic constants. The least square
fitting covers the different measured hkl directions, ranging from the most
compliant lattice plane (200) in the cubic structure to the most stiff lattice plane
(222). Therefore, the results provide an accurate estimation of single crystal
elastic constants in both phases. Further refinement of single crystal elastic
constants is performed by tuning the values of input stiffness in CPFEM.
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5.4

Results: In-Situ Tension

5.4.1 Macroscopic Stress-Strain Behavior
The macroscopic stress-strain behavior during in-situ tension at elevated
temperatures conducted at VULCAN was measured from the crosshead
displacement of the loading frame. The use of crosshead displacement to
measure macroscopic strain is not ideal since the sample experiences a
temperature gradient and thus an inhomogeneous deformation along the gauge
length. However, in absence of availability of a high-temperature extensometer, a
compromise was made. The macroscopic stress-strain curves are displayed in
Figures 25 ~ 29 for tension experiments at different temperatures. Here, strain at
elevated temperatures was estimated by dividing the crosshead displacement
with respect to the sample gauge length, while strain at room temperature was
obtained from room-temperature extensometer.
Although use of crosshead displacement limits our ability to accurately
determine the magnitude of macroscopic strain, we still can determine the
macroscopic yield stress as the deviation from elastic linear response in the
stress vs. displacement curves. The macroscopic yield stress from quasi-static
tension experiments at VULCAN is shown in Figure 30 as a function of
temperature. For comparison, the 0.2% compressive yield stress under a
constant strain rate of 1 x 10-4/s of a Fe-21.5Ni-12.5Al-10Cr alloy (wt.%) as
reported by Stallybrass et al. [34] is also shown. Note that yielding is not
observed for the currently studied FBB6.5 alloy at room-temperature tension,
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Figure 25. Macroscopic stress-strain curve for quasi-static tension at 300 K.

Figure 26. Macroscopic stress-strain curve for quasi-static tension at 623 K.
Sample was loaded up to 750 MPa and then unloaded to 0 MPa.
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Figure 27. Macroscopic stress-strain curve for quasi-static tension at 773 K.
Sample was loaded up to 330 MPa and then unloaded to 0 MPa, followed by
subsequent loading to 360 ~ 720 MPa until final rupture. The inset shows a
magnified curve at stresses below 540 MPa.

Figure 28. Macroscopic stress-strain curve for quasi-static tension at 873 K.
Sample was loaded up to 220 MPa and then unloaded to 0 MPa.
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Figure 29. Macroscopic stress-strain curve for quasi-static tension at 973 K.
Sample was loaded up to 150 MPa until final rupture at an elongation of 16%.

Figure 30. Macroscopic yield stress as a function of temperature for the quasistatic tension experiments at VULCAN (indicated by black square). The 0.2%
yield stresses of a Fe-21.5Ni-12.5Al-10Cr alloy (wt.%) under compression and
constant strain rate of 1 x 10-4/s reported by Stallybrass et al. [30] are also
plotted for comparison.
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which implies that the fracture stress of this material is lower than the yield stress
at 300 K. Another duplicate tensile experiment at UTK’s lab shows that the
sample behaves elastically until fracture at 800 MPa. Although the magnitudes of
yield stress under different strain rates cannot be directly compared, the variation
of quasi-static tensile yield stress with temperature seems to exhibit the same
trend as previously reported for compression experiments. As temperature
increases above 873 K, there is a strong decrease in yield strength by 70% ~
80% relative to the value at 623 K.
5.4.2 (hkl) Plane-specific Lattice Strain
The evolution (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains as a function of stress and
temperature are displayed in Figures 31 ~ 35. In the elastic region of tensile
deformation, linear response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain is observed. The
gradient of the stress vs. strain curve is governed by elastic anisotropy. In single
crystals, the Young’s modulus depends on the specific crystallographic <hkl>
orientation according to the following equations,
1
1
⎛
⎞
= S11 − 2⎜ S11 − S12 − S 44 ⎟ Ahkl
E hkl
2
⎝
⎠
Ahkl =

h 2 k 2 + l 2 k 2 + h 2l 2

(h

2

+ l2 + k2

)

2

(39)

(40)

where S11, S12, and S44 are the single crystal compliance, and Ahkl is the elastic
anisotropy factor. In cubic material, (111) plane has Ahkl value of 0.333 and the
highest Young’s modulus, while (100) plane has Ahkl value of 0 and the lowest
Young’s modulus. The elastic anisotropy of <hkl> directions in polycrystalline
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materials may differ from the single crystal case, due to the effect of preferred
grain orientations or texture.
The values of Ehkl for the matrix and precipitate phases are calculated
from the measured (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains and the (hkl) lattice strains
from superlattice peaks, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 10 as
a function of temperature and an ascending sequence of elastic anisotropy factor.
The observed (hkl) elastic lattice strains follow the rule of elastic anisotropy,
exhibiting a rise in the Young’s modulus with increase in Ahkl. As temperature
increases from room temperature to 973 K, the magnitude of Ehkl decreases
accordingly due to the thermal vibration of atoms. However there is a substantial
softening in the material above the temperature of 873 K. Specifically, the
Young’s modulus at 973 K drops by almost 50% in the matrix and ~ 58% in the
precipitate, relative to room temperature measurements. The percentage of
reduction in Young’s modulus relative to its room-temperature value is
comparable to the reported magnitude of 25% in Cr ferritic steels at 873 K [164].
The elastic behavior of the matrix and the precipitates can be compared by
monitoring the peak positions of the principal 200/420 peaks and the 100/210
superlattice peaks. It is observed that the precipitates are slightly softer than the
matrix by at most 15% below 873 K, and by at most 28% above 873 K.
The onset of plastic deformation is marked by deviation from a linear
gradient of stress vs. strain curve. Plastic deformation occurs on certain
preferential slip systems, and the sequence of grain yielding relies on the
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Table 10. Orientation-dependent Young’s modulus as a function of temperature.
Values along the normal direction to (200), (310), (420), (211), (220), and (222)
planes are calculated from the overlapping fundamental reflections of bcc lattice.
222 peak shows very low intensity for samples tested at 773, 873, and 973 K,
thus are not shown in this table. Values for P(100), and P(210) planes are
calculated from the superlattice reflections of B2 precipitates.

Ahkl

200

310

420

211

220

222

P100

P210

0

0.09

0.16

0.25

0.25

0.33

0

0.16

Ehkl (300 K) 140.06 160.77 178.62 206.61 220.26 245.10 118.48 172.41
Ehkl (623 K) 112.74 128.21 147.12 171.53 188.68 179.86 113.50 145.99
Ehkl (773 K) 105.04 127.71 147.14 167.50 175.44 -

105.15 127.88

Ehkl (873 K) 89.29

102.88 121.43 137.17 153.85 -

65.79

119.47

Ehkl (973 K) 68.03

86.96

48.08

70.92

93.10

146.63 127.71 -
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(a)

(b)
Figure 31. The response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains along axial direction
(a), and transverse direction (b), as a function of applied stress during tensile
deformation at 300 K (room temperature).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 32. The response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains along axial direction
(a), and transverse direction (b), as a function of applied stress during tensile
deformation at 623 K.

111

(a)

(b)
Figure 33. The response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains along axial direction
(a), and transverse direction (b), as a function of applied stress during tensile
deformation at 773 K.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 34. The response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains along axial direction
(a), and transverse direction (b), as a function of applied stress during tensile
deformation at 873 K.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 35. The response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains along axial direction
(a), and transverse direction (b), as a function of applied stress during tensile
deformation at 973 K.
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magnitude of the strength-to-stiffness ratio, σhkl/Ehkl as the ratio of yield stress
over Young’s modulus for a specific <hkl> orientation [165]. An increased
gradient relative to elastic modulus represents plastic yielding of certain (hkl)oriented grains, while a decreased gradient indicates an intergranular load
transfer from the neighboring yielding grains to the measured grains which are
still in the elastic regime.
At room temperature below an applied tensile stress of 540 MPa [Figure
31], the lattice strains all display linear response in both axial and transverse
directions, thereby verifying elastic deformation within this stress range. The
lattice strain evolution at higher stresses could not be confirmed due to loss of
data owing to an unfortunate software error at VULCAN.
For deformation at 623 K in axial direction [Figure 32(a)], it is observed
that along the axial direction (220) and (211) oriented grain families yield first at
around 630 MPa (slightly below the macroscopic yield stress of 650 MPa), with
subsequent load transfer to (200) oriented grains. Under a higher stress of 660
MPa, (420) oriented grains start yielding with load transfer to (310) oriented
grains. As a result, compressive intergranular stresses along axial direction are
accumulated inside the (220), (211), and (420) oriented grains, while tensile
stress is accumulated inside the (200) and (310) oriented grains. This trend is
further demonstrated by the sign of residual intergranular strain after the
specimen was unloaded to 0 MPa. Along the transverse direction [Figure 32(b)],
the observed intergranular strain evolution is different from that in the axial
direction. It is observed that (310), (220), (211), and (420) oriented grains
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accumulate compressive intergranular strain and carry load from neighboring
yielding grains at applied stresses of 480, 600, 660, and 690 MPa, respectively.
(200) oriented grains exhibit yielding at 700 MPa. Accordingly, tensile residual
stress along transverse direction is found in (200) oriented grains while
compressive residual stress is found in (310), (220), (211), and (420) oriented
grains. It is interesting to note that the gradient representing the ratio of Young’s
modulus to Poisson’s ratio ( − E hkl / ν hkl ) for a specific <hkl> orientation is positive
within the elastic region for (220) oriented grains. Note that the grains which
satisfy the axial diffraction condition for a particular (hkl) reflection could have any
rotation angle along their plane normal. They can give rise to multiple (hkl)
reflections in transverse direction. Only few of these reflections are probed by the
detector collecting neutrons diffracted from lattice planes whose plane normals
are parallel to the transverse direction. Therefore, it should be emphasized that
the grains probed through a certain (hkl) reflection in the transverse direction are
different than the grains probed by the same hkl peak along the axial direction.
At 773 K [Figure 33(a)], load transfer from (220) and (420) oriented grains
to (310) and (200) oriented grains is also observed along the axial direction
within the elastic-plastic regime for applied stresses above 400 MPa (slightly
below the macroscopic yield stress of 480 MPa). With further plastic deformation
above 540 MPa, most grain families yield and the (hkl) plane-specific lattice
strains appear to be saturated. The specimen is eventually fractured at the
maximum applied stress, so the unloading steps were not conducted. Along the
transverse direction [Figure 33(b)], the lattice strain behavior is different from the
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axial direction. (211) oriented grains show a linear response up to the maximal
stress. (200) oriented grains yield at 400 MPa and load is transferred to (220)
and (420) oriented grains. For applied stresses above 540 MPa, lattice strains
are saturated in the (420) and (310) oriented grains, while (220) lattice strain
increases and (200) lattice strain decreases dramatically with further increase in
tensile load.
At 873 K [Figure 34(a)], the (220) oriented grain starts to yield at 180 MPa
along the axial direction. At the same time, the reduced gradients of (310) and
(200) lattice strains indicate that load is transferred from the plastically deformed
grains to the (310) and (200) oriented grains that are still in the elastic regime.
The residual lattice strain upon unloading also verifies this trend of intergranular
load transfer. The (211) and (420) lattice strains show a linear response
throughout the loading process. However, in transverse direction [Figure 34(b)],
any conclusive trends could not be drawn due to scatter in the lattice strain data.
At 973 K [Figure 35(a)], (220) and (310) oriented grains yield around 120
MPa along the axial direction. In transverse direction [Figure 35(b)], load transfer
from yielded (420) oriented grains to the elastically deformed (220) oriented
grains occur at around 80 MPa.
5.4.3 Intragranular Local Phase Strain
The evolution of intragranular local phase strains along the axial direction
as calculated from Eq.(31) is exhibited in Figures 36 ~ 39. It needs to be
emphasized that (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains are superimposed on the
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intragranular local phase strain. We select (420) and (200) oriented grains to
study the intragranular local phase strains due to the relative high intensities of
their corresponding (210) and (100) superlattice peaks. Moreover, tensile and
compressive intergranular strains are accumulated in (200) and (420) oriented
grains, respectively, as described in Section 5.4.2. The behavior of these grains
can therefore be taken as the representative of the different effects
superimposed on the intragranular local phase strains.
When the (420) oriented grains yield at 623 K under 660 MPa [Figure
32(a)], the matrix inside (420) oriented grains actually yield first and load is
subsequently transferred to the precipitates inside the (420) oriented grains,
which is evident by the splitting of the (420) local phase strains in Figure 36.
Such interphase load transfer is mainly caused by the difference in plastic
anisotropies of the matrix and the precipitate phases. The yield stress of the
precipitate phase is expected to be much higher than that of the matrix. Due to
the high magnitude of antiphase boundary energy (an experimentally-determined
lower limit of 500 mJ/m2 on {110} planes of the NiAl intermetallics [153]), the
precipitates do not necessarily yield even though the matrix undergoes plastic
deformation. Similar to (420) oriented grains, β and β΄ phases inside (200)
oriented grains show a consistent reduction in elastic gradient [Figure 36], when
intergranular load transfer to the (200) oriented grains occurs above 600 MPa.
Afterwards, yielding in the β phase occurs at 700 MPa. The interphase load
transfer to the matrix is well captured by the splitting of β and β΄ local phase
strains and the substantial increase of matrix phase strain is revealed by the 200
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Figure 36. The evolution of (200) and (420) intragranular local phase strains
along axial direction during tensile deformation at 623 K.

Figure 37. The evolution of (200) and (420) intragranular local phase strains
along axial direction during tensile deformation at 773 K.
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Figure 38. The evolution of (200) and (420) intragranular local phase strains
along axial direction during tensile deformation at 873 K.

Figure 39. The evolution of (200) and (420) intragranular local phase strains
along axial direction during tensile deformation at 973 K.
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diffraction peaks. The interphase strain evolution is further demonstrated by the
compressive residual lattice strains in the β phase of the (420) oriented grains
and the tensile residual strains in the β΄ phases of the (200) and (420) oriented
grains.
The local phase strain evolutions at 773 K (Figure 37) and 873 K (Figure
38) show similarity to the trend at 623 K. After most grains yield at 540 MPa and
773 K with saturation of lattice strains in the β phase of (200) and (420) oriented
grains, there is a dramatic load transfer from the matrix to the precipitate phase.
Interphase load transfer inside the (420) oriented grains at 873 K is also evident
by the changes in the elastic gradient of the β and β΄ phases above 160 MPa.
However, interphase lattice strain evolution is not obvious during tension at 973
K.
5.4.4 Lattice Misfit Evolution
The lattice misfit between β and β΄ phases inside (200) and (420) oriented
grains under zero stress is plotted in Figure 40 as a function of temperature. The
lattice misfit at room temperature is ~ -0.085%, which is within the range of the
reported values of 0.14% for Fe-Cr-Ni-Al alloy [18], 0.2% for Fe-Ni-Al alloy [24],
and -0.7% ~ 0.8% for Fe-Ni-Al-Mo alloy with varying amount of Mo [21]. It is
observed that lattice misfits in both (200) and (420) oriented grains increase by
less than 0.1% when temperature is raised to 973 K. This trend indicates a slight
reduction in the relative difference between the lattice parameters or lattice
spacings of the two phases. It is consistent with the slightly higher value of the
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thermal-expansion coefficient in β΄ phase (15.1 x 10-6 K-1 for NiAl [153]) as
compared to β phase (14.6 x 10-6 K-1 for pure Fe [166]).
The interphase load transfer within the plastic regime as described in
Section 5.4.3 leads to a change in the lattice misfit between β and β΄ phases.
The evolution of coherency strain (representative of lattice misfit) with respect to
the macroscopic strain (determined from crosshead displacement) are displayed
in Figures 41 and 42 for tension at 623 and 773 K. There is a substantial
increase in the coherency strain of both (200) and (420) oriented grains beyond
macroscopic strain of approximately 1.5%. The sign of coherency strain changes
from negative at unloaded state to positive at large plastic deformation, indicating
an incremented lattice misfit with undergoing plastic strain. However, no clear
trend of coherency strain or lattice misfit evolution is observed at 873 and 973 K.
5.4.5 Precipitate Peak Width Evolution
Peak broadening provides qualitative evaluation of microstructural
features including the size of the diffracting crystallites and microstrains caused
by dislocations. The peak width is characterized by the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the fitted Gaussian profile. FWHM of the superlattice 100 and 210
peaks are presented in Figures 43 ~ 47 as a function of applied stress at various
temperatures. FWHM of the matrix and the precipitate peaks other than 100 and
210 peaks are not reported due to the following reasons: (a) FWHM of the
overlapping fundamental reflections, such as a 200 peak, include the peak width
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Figure 40. The measured lattice misfit between β and β΄ phases in (200) and
(420) oriented grains under zero stress as a function of temperature.

Figure 41. Axial coherency strain in (200) and (420) oriented grains against the
macroscopic strain for tension at 623 K.
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Figure 42. Axial coherency strain in (200) and (420) oriented grains against the
macroscopic strain for tension at 773 K.
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information of both phases; (b) The average diameter of the precipitates in the
aged state is ~ 130 nm, which causes additional peak broadening due to the
small size of the precipitates. A good solution to separate the overlapping hkl
peaks for accurate determination of both peak positions and widths for the β and
β΄ phases is yet to be established.
Nevertheless, the characteristic trend for peak width evolution can be
revealed despite somewhat scattered data of the fitted FWHM. The FWHM of the
precipitate 100 and 210 peaks starts to increase, once load transfer from the
matrix to precipitates starts to occur at 623, 773, and 873 K [Figures 44 ~ 46]. It
can be further observed that the stress under which peak width starts to increase
varies from ~700 MPa at 623 K to ~ 200 MPa at 873 K. Upon unloading, the
magnitude of peak width keeps constant [Figure 44]. Since the precipitate phase
remains elastic and takes load from the plastic deformed matrix, it is not
appropriate to attribute the peak broadening to decrease in particle size or
increased dislocation density inside the precipitate phase. Rather, the peak width
evolution is possibly associated with dislocations climbing over the β΄ particles,
which causes the local misorientation in the precipitates. Such misorientation due
to the inhomogeneous dislocation-strain field will cause peak broadening in the
precipitate phase. Therefore, we conclude that the FWHM is an additional
important parameter which reflect the extent of plastic deformation in the matrix
and is consistent with the accumulation of interphase lattice strains at
temperatures below 873 K.
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Figure 43. Peak width evolution for 100 and 200 superlattice peaks along axial
direction during tensile deformation at 300 K.

Figure 44. Peak width evolution for 100 and 200 superlattice peaks along axial
direction during tensile deformation at 623 K. The last four data points represent
peak width during unloading.
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Figure 45. Peak width evolution for 100 and 200 superlattice peaks along axial
direction during tensile deformation at 773 K.

Figure 46. Peak width evolution for 100 and 200 superlattice peaks along axial
direction during tensile deformation at 873 K.
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Figure 47. Peak width evolution for 100 and 200 superlattice peaks along axial
direction during tensile deformation at 973 K.
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It is also interesting that the increase in peak width of the precipitate 100
and 210 peaks is a function of temperature. The increase in peak width is
maximum at 623 K, whereas the increase in peak width of the precipitate phase
at 973 K is almost negligible as shown in Figure 47.

5.5

Results: In-Situ Creep

5.5.1 Macroscopic Creep Behavior
Macroscopic tensile-creep curves at 973 K under 107 and 150 MPa are
shown in Figure 48. It is evident from the strain rate vs. time plot [Figure 48(c)]
that at 107 MPa, primary creep is transient (~ 70 minutes), followed by a short
period of secondary creep for the next ~ 130 minutes and an extended period of
tertiary creep afterwards. At 150 MPa, the strain rate increases progressively
starting from a minimum value of 2.2 x 10-5/s until rupture. Earlier studies on
similar alloy systems [35,167] have reported that a well-defined steady-state
creep regime is barely observed, and an extended tertiary creep follows during
tensile creep. Therefore, creep data are interpreted in terms of the minimal creep
rate in the present work. Minimal creep rates measured during the in-situ
experiment are 1.8 x 10-7/s and 2.2 x 10-5/s at 107 and 150 MPa, respectively.
These values are roughly one order of magnitude lower than the reported
compressive creep rates in a similar composition with a 24-volume percent
(vol.%) of precipitates [34].
Figure 49(a) shows the stress dependence of the minimal creep rate for
the data measured at SMARTS, together with the tensile-creep rate measured by
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dead-load creep frames at The University of Tennessee’s laboratory. The fitted
slope of the minimal creep rate vs. true stress on the logarithm scale
characterizes the stress dependence of the minimal creep rates, and is referred
to as the apparent stress exponent. The value of 7.58 for the apparent stress
exponent is slightly lower than reported values of around 10 by other
investigators [34,167]. The data point at 107 MPa lies slightly lower than the
linear fit, and the difference is within a factor of 2. The minimal creep rate at 150
MPa is appreciably higher than the predicted value by the linear fit. A high
magnitude of the apparent stress exponent at low stresses is commonly
observed in alloys with second-phase particles, accompanied by a reduced
stress exponent at high stresses. In such a case, the creep rate can be analyzed
using the concept of a threshold stress (or a back stress), whereby a uniform
stress exponent and activation energy could be used to elucidate the underlying
creep mechanisms throughout the whole stress region. The threshold stress, or
the minimal applied stress below which no measurable creep is observed, is
indicative of the different particle-dislocation interaction modes. The power-law
creep, considering the threshold-stress compensation, can be described by
Equation (25). The threshold stress can be determined by the intercept of ε&1/ n vs.
true stress at zero stress, as presented in Figure 49(b). A stress exponent of 3 ~
5 is generally selected to obtain the threshold stress. Here, a good fit is achieved
with n = 4, and the magnitude of the threshold stress is 46.1 MPa. Previous
studies [34-35] also suggest a fourth-power stress dependence of the steadystate creep rate for compressive and tensile creep in the stress range of 50 ~ 170
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 48. Macroscopic-creep curves of strain vs. time at (a) 107 MPa and (b)
150 MPa measured at SMARTS. Strain rate vs. time are plotted in (c) and (d),
respectively. Two dashed lines characterize primary, secondary, and tertiary
creep regimes.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 49. (a) Minimal creep rate vs. true stress at 973 K on a logarithm scale,
and (b) minimal creep rate1/4 vs. true stress at 973 K on a linear scale.
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MPa and temperature range of 923 ~ 1023 K for alloys with β' volume fractions
up to 37%. The observed threshold stress (46.1 MPa) is slightly lower than the
reported values of 49 ~ 57 MPa at the same temperature by compressive creep
[34]. It is worthwhile to note that although all the data points for creep rates lie
close to the fitted line in Figure 49(b) for n = 4, the creep rate at 150 MPa is
substantially higher. This trend indicates that the creep process is possibly
governed due to a different mechanism at higher stress levels, which will be
discussed in Section 5.6.2.
5.5.2 Temporal Evolution of Average Phase Strains
At 973 K and under a tensile stress of 18 MPa (the reference state), the
lattice parameters of β and β΄ phases are 2.9034 Å and 2.9040 Å, respectively.
The lattice misfit is 0.0002, as calculated by Eq. (35). The precipitate volume
fraction predicted by the Rietveld refinement is ~ 15%, which is in agreement with
18% determined by previous analytical electron microscopy (AEM) and atomprobe tomography (APT) analyses [27]. The precipitate volume fraction doesn’t
change throughout the creep regime.
The bulk Young’s modulus of the material at 973 K is 130.5 ± 0.2 GPa,
determined from the macroscopic stress-strain curve during tensile loading from
18 to 107 MPa. Macroscopic plastic yielding didn’t occur during loading period.
The measured bulk Young’s modulus (130.5 GPa) is slightly lower than the
reported value for a low-carbon steel (145 GPa [168]) and for a NiAl
intermetallics (160 GPa [153]) at 973 K. The measured value of Young’s modulus
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is further verified, using the model described in Section 4.4.2 which incorporates
the composition and temperature dependence of the shear modulus, μ, in bcc
Fe-based alloys. The data of the Fe-based matrix composition are taken from the
previous published results [26]. The Young’s modulus for the matrix is then
calculated using E = 2(1 + ν )μ to be 126 GPa, for a Poisson’s ratio ν of 0.37. The
measured Young’s modulus of 130.5 GPa for the material shows a 3% increase
relative to the calculated value of 126 GPa for the unreinforced material.
The temporal evolution of the axial and the transverse average phase
strains for β and β΄ phases calculated by Eq. (29) are presented in Figure 50(a).
At 107 MPa, the axial phase strains keep approximately constant at 500 ~ 600
μe during primary, secondary, and tertiary creep regimes. Similar phase-strain
evolution during creep has been reported in the metal-matrix composites [169].
Simultaneously, in the transverse direction, the compressive phase strains of ~
400 μe develop for the β and β΄ phases during the primary creep and remain
constant afterwards. Since the average phase strains keep unchanged in the
secondary-creep regime, it can be inferred that the load partitioning between β
and β΄ phases doesn’t vary throughout the secondary creep. The magnitude of
the axial β phase strain is ~ 100 μe higher than that of the β΄ phase. In the
transverse direction, both strains have roughly the same magnitude, which can
be attributed to Poisson’s constraints on the two phases.
Once the applied tensile stress is raised to 150 MPa, the difference
between the β and β΄ axial phase strains jumps to ~ 250 μe, as presented in
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(a)

(b)
Figure 50. (a) Temporal evolution of axial and transverse average phase strains
for β and β΄ phases at (a) 107 and (b) 150 MPa. Error bars from the GSAS
Rietveld refinement are plotted.
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Figure 50(b). Note that true stress increases due to the accumulated
macroscopic strain and reduction of the sample cross section, although the
applied stress keeps constant at 150 MPa. In the initial 15 minutes of creep, the
average phase strains in the axial and transverse directions remain
approximately the same. However, a sharp increase of the axial β΄ strain by a
factor of 2 (from ~ 550 to ~ 1100 μe) is observed after 25 minutes of creep (at a
macroscopic strain of 7%). Subsequently, the average phase strain in the matrix
shows a steady increase from 850 to 1100 μe until the final rupture. The reduced
intensity of 100 superlattice peaks made it impossible to determine the β΄
average phase strain with sufficient accuracy in the axial direction after 930
minutes of creep. The large increase in the β΄ strain at 150 MPa cannot be
entirely attributed to the increase in the true stress, which could only account for
a lattice strain change of less than 100 μe in the β΄ phase. Instead, this implies
the generation of interphase stresses and consequently a change in the load
partition between the matrix and the precipitates, which will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The constrained lattice misfit between β and β΄ phases along the axial and
transverse directions are plotted in Figure 51, as a function of the macroscopic
creep strain at 973 K and for the two stress levels. In the transverse direction, the
misfit keeps almost unchanged throughout the two stress regimes, with an
average value of -0.00054. In the axial direction, the misfit remains constant
below 5% macroscopic strain with an average magnitude of 0.00008, followed by
a gradual increase beyond a macroscopic strain of 5% and ultimately a rapid
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Figure 51. (a) Lattice misfit along axial and transverse directions as a function of
macroscopic strain.
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increase prior to the sample fracture under an applied stress of 150 MPa. The
lattice mismatch increases to 0.00049 and 0.00314 along the axial direction
corresponding to the macroscopic strains of 7.6% and 10.9%, respectively. The
evolution of the lattice misfit confirms the accumulation of the internal stress
between the two phases during creep at 150 MPa.
It is worth noting that the magnitude of the lattice misfit prior to a
macroscopic strain of 5% is extremely low, suggesting negligible constraint
between the two phases. For comparison, the unloaded lattice parameters of β
and β΄ phases are 2.8764 Å and 2.8763 Å at room temperature, which amounts
to a misfit of only -0.00004. The difference in lattice misfit at room temperature
and 973 K in the unloaded state can be attributed to the difference in thermalexpansion coefficients of β΄ and β, consistent with the reported values are 14.6 x
10-6 and 15.1 x 10-6 K-1 for the pure Fe [166] and NiAl intermetallics [153],
respectively. The measured lattice misfits at room temperature and 973 K are
within the range of the reported values (-0.0006 ~ 0.008) at room temperature in
the Fe-Ni-Al alloys [18,20-21].
To better understand the drastic increase of the β΄ average phase strain
above 150 MPa along with a concurrent increase in the lattice misfit, the average
phase strains as a function of the true stress are also plotted in Figure 52 to
clearly show this trend. The observed trend indicates that there is a load transfer
from the plastically deformed matrix to the elastically-deformed precipitate. In
Figure 52, shortly after the jump of the β΄ phase strain, there is an obvious
decrease of the instantaneous gradient for the true stress vs. phase strain curve
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Figure 52. Average phase strain as a function of true stress along axial and
transverse directions at 973 K. Selected data points for the phase strains are
shown at 107 MPa.
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in the matrix along the axial direction, implying hardening of the matrix during
further plastic deformation. However, as compared to the matrix, the precipitatephase strain shows a shallower slope with respect to the true stress, which
verifies that more load is partitioned to the precipitate phase. It can be inferred
that due to the interphase load partitioning, the precipitates are under a tensile
stress, while the matrix is under a compressive stress.
The degree of load sharing between the matrix and precipitates at high
temperatures is characterized by the misfit between the two phases, which
depends on the combined influence of the elastic moduli and the plastic misfit of
the two phases, as well as stress relaxation during creep. Stress relaxation refers
to local inelastic processes (e.g., the plastic relaxation, diffusional relaxation, and
particle breakage or debonding) that reduce the load transfer caused by elastic
and plastic misfits. Since the two phases have similar elastic moduli, major
contributions to the load transfer should come from the plastic misfit and stress
relaxations, although it is not possible to identify in detail the different
mechanisms involved from the ND data alone. Plastic misfit is associated with
the difference of the critical resolved shear stresses in the two phases, which
governs the sequence and the required applied stress for yielding. The high antiphase boundary energy of the precipitates, e.g., an experimentally-determined
lower limit of 500 mJ/m2 on (110) planes of NiAl intermetallics [153], prevents
dislocations from penetrating into the precipitates. Consequently, it can be
inferred that the plastic deformation through dislocation slip occurs mainly in the
matrix, while the precipitates largely remain elastic. However, even though the
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precipitates remain elastic, dislocations can bypass particles by diffusionassisted climbing, which would lead to the local misorientation in the precipitates.
Such misorientation of the precipitates due to an inhomogeneous dislocationstrain field will cause peak broadening for the diffraction peaks corresponding to
the β΄ phase. It is indeed observed that in the late stage of creep deformation at
150 MPa, the peak intensity of the 100 superlattice peak decreases and its peak
width increases.
It was reported for metal-matrix composites that stress-relaxation
mechanisms can cause less efficient load transfer from the matrix to the
reinforcement at elevated temperatures [169-170]. However, the stressrelaxation mechanism is not likely to dominate the load transfer at 150 MPa and
973 K, considering the observed load partition between the two phases.
5.5.3 Temporal Evolution of (hkl) Plane-Specific Lattice Strains
In a polycrystalline material, the response of the differently-oriented grains
under an applied stress varies due to the effects of the elastic and plastic
anisotropies. The elastic anisotropy arises from the fact that the elastic modulus
depends on the grain orientation, which is manifested by the difference in the
slopes of the applied stress vs. (hkl) lattice strain in the elastic region. The origin
of the plastic anisotropy is that plastic deformation occurs on certain preferential
slip systems, and the sequence of grain yielding relies on the magnitude of the
Schmid factor determined by grain orientation. The plastic anisotropy is usually
characterized by the non-linear behavior of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain and
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the tensile/compressive strain shift, relative to its elastic slope. The examination
of elastic and plastic anisotropies is important to understand the interactions
between grains of different orientations during creep deformation, because they
provide a measurement of the internal stress state, even in the plastic region.
The temporal evolution of the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains for
differently-oriented grains along the axial and transverse directions are plotted in
Figs. 53(a) - (d). At 107 MPa, the gradual increase of 200 and 310 plane-specific
lattice strains occur in the primary creep regime, while all the (hkl) lattice strains
remain constant during secondary and tertiary creep. The transition to constant
(hkl) lattice strains corresponds well with the onset of the secondary creep (~ 70
minutes) [see Figs. 49(a) and (c)]. Similar trends in the (hkl) lattice strains during
the primary regime of constant-load creep have been reported in titanium alloys
[171] and γ/γ΄ Ni-based superalloys [156]. Choo et al. [171] suggested that the
creep-induced strain has the same trend as the evolution of (hkl) plane-specific
lattice strains during tension. Similarly, our observation is in agreement with the
development of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains in the ferritic steels during
room-temperature (RT) tension in the elastic-plastic region characterized by the
grain-to-grain yielding phenomenon [172-174]. Specifically, it was reported that
the (110) oriented grains yields first, since this is the preferred orientation for slip.
Subsequently, a load transfer to (200) oriented grains occurs, leading to an
increase in (200) lattice strains [172,174]. Thus, our observation can be
interpreted as such: (200) and (310) oriented grains deform elastically and pick
up the load from neighboring creeping grains during the primary creep. Further
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 53. (a) Temporal evolution of (hkl) plane-specific strains in the axial
direction for β and β΄ phases at (a) 107 and (b) 150 MPa, and in the transverse
direction at (c) 107 and (d) 150 MPa. Error bars from the GSAS single-peak
fitting are plotted.
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discussion on the grain-level load partitioning during creep deformation is
presented in Section 5.6. As the stress level is increased to 150 MPa, (110)oriented grains continue to accumulate lattice strains, while the other planespecific lattice strains appear saturated.
It has been suggested by different authors that the (211) [175], (110) [175],
and (310) [176] planes of bcc steels (textured or non-textured) can be used for
macroscopic strain predictions, since these lattice strains show a linear response
to the applied stress with little influence of residual intergranular strains in both
elastic and plastic regions. This is consistent with our observation that for low
stresses and macroscopic plastic strains < 2%, (211)-oriented grains mimic the
elastic-lattice response of the average phase train in the matrix obtained by
Rietveld fitting. However, at a high stress level of 150 MPa and macroscopic
strain larger than 2%, (211) and (110) lattice stains deviate from the elastic
response of the matrix as predicted from Rietveld refinement.
5.5.4 Axial Texture Evolution
During tensile deformation, grain reorientation occurs to maintain the
geometric compatibility between the neighboring grains, which undergo different
degrees of deformation owing to their plastic anisotropy. The grain rotation (or
reorientation) induced by creep deformation is manifested by texture evolution.
Temporal evolution of the normalized integrated intensities for different (hkl)
diffraction peaks along the axial direction is plotted in Figure 54, which indicates
texture evolution during creep deformation. For a specific (hkl) diffraction peak,
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(a)

(b)
Figure 54. Intensity evolution of the hkl peaks as a function of (a) creep time and
(b) plastic strain. The integrated intensity is normalized with respect to the initial
integrated peak intensity at 18 MPa.
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the integrated intensity at a certain stress is normalized with respect to the initial
integrated intensity value at 18 MPa. It is observed that a preferred orientation for
(220) planes gradually develops, as a function of the creep time at 107 MPa, and
the intensity enhances by a factor of 1.1 after 880 minutes of creep. In contrast,
at 150 MPa within the 45 minutes of creep, the (220)-peak intensity increases
sharply by a factor of 1.6, while (200) and (211) peak intensities decrease by
about 20 ~ 30%. In addition, a slight decline in (310) and (321) peak intensities is
also observed. The development of a preferred orientation for (220) planes is
consistent with the fact that bcc materials form a <110> fiber texture under the
uniaxial tension deformation [177-178]. Intensities are observed to vary linearly
with plastic strains, as exhibited in Figure 54(b).

5.6

Discussions

5.6.1 Temperature Dependence of Single Crystal Stiffness
The intrinsic elastic behavior of a material changes with increasing
temperatures due to increased thermal vibrations of atoms around their mean
crystallographic positions. It is therefore necessary to determine the variation of
single crystal stiffness at different temperatures, as the input for CPFEM
computation. Single crystal stiffness C11, C12, and C44 in the polycrystalline
material have been determined through the least square methods described in
Section 5.3. The calculation is based on fitting the experimentally measured
diffraction elastic constants from the displacement in the principal hkl diffraction
peaks. Therefore, the calculated stiffness generally represents the single crystal
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elastic constants of the matrix phase. The stiffness of the precipitate phase is
also calculated from the superlattice hkl peaks at 773 K, while data for other
temperatures are not available due to the insufficient number of detected
superlattice peaks. The results for single crystal stiffness as a function of
temperature are exhibited in Figure 55. Figure 56 provides a comparison
between the experimentally determined orientation dependent elastic constants
and those estimated from the calculated stiffness values along the axial and
transverse directions. The stiffness for matrix and precipitates at 623 K is not
reported, owing to the lack of a good fitness. As shown in Figure 55 the
precipitate phase shows similar values of stiffness as compared to the matrix
phase, which is consistent with the observed similarity in the (hkl) orientationdependent Young’s modulus of the two phases.
The temperature effect on the matrix stiffness qualitatively agrees with the
reported trend for pure α-Fe [179]. The stiffness display a parabolic decline as
temperature goes up, and the softening trend becomes remarkable at
temperatures above 773 K. Specifically, C11 at 973 K is approximately 50% of its
room-temperature value. The corresponding reductions in C12 and C44 at 973 K
are 50% and 40%, with respect to their values at 300 K. As expected, we
observe a nonlinear relationship between stiffness and temperature, often
described as the anomalous behavior of elastic constants in iron caused by
magnetization [180]. The magnetic contribution (change of spin order) to the
temperature dependence of elastic constants has been elaborated in past
studies [179-181]. It has been reported that the normal temperature dependence
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Figure 55. Single crystal stiffness in the matrix and precipitate phases as a
function of temperature.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 56. Calculated elastic linear response of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains
from the least-square fitted stiffness C11, C12, and C44, which is in agreement with
the experimental results in (a) axial and (b) transverse directions at 773 K.
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is linear above Debye temperature (~ 470 K for pure Fe), while deviation from
linearity at high temperatures suggests the effect of magnetism on the elastic
constants.
The determined single crystal stiffness values are utilized as the input for
CPFEM modeling and are further refined in the simulation, which will be
described in Section 5.6.5.
5.6.2 Intergranular Load Transfer During Creep
As reported earlier in Section 5.5.3, the (hkl) plane-specific strains for (200)
and (310)-oriented grains display a progressive increase with time along the axial
direction during the primary creep at 107 MPa. In order to achieve a better
understanding of the lattice-strain behavior at the grain level during creep
deformation, a one-dimensional iso-strain model of two grains with different
material parameters is performed to qualitatively identify the lattice strain
evolution at the grain level during the loading and subsequent constant-stress
regimes. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 57. Effects of the loading
rate, relative strength of grains, and stress holding time are qualitatively studied
through this model. The assumptions made in the model include:
(1) Two grains are deformed under an iso-strain state, ε1 = ε2 = ε, or ε&1 = ε&2 = ε& ,
(2) Two grains have the same Young’s modulus of E1 = E2 = E,
(3) Two grains have the same cross-sectional area, so that the average stress on
the grains equals the applied stress, σ = (σ1+σ2)/2, or σ& =

σ&1 + σ& 2
2

,

(4) Grain 1 has a higher reference strength than Grain 2, that is, Y1 > Y2 .
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A power-law creep is employed to describe the rate-dependent plastic
strain. Hooke’s law is used to calculate the elastic strain. The total strain rate of
one grain due to combined elastic and plastic strains can thus be given by
ε& = ε& e + ε& p =

σ&

⎛σ ⎞
+ ε&0 ⎜ ⎟
E
⎝Y ⎠

n

(41)

where ε&0 is the reference strain rate, which is assumed to be equal for the two
grains, n is the stress exponent, Y is the reference strength, e.g., yield stress.
Using Eq. (41), and considering the equilibrium stress rate (Assumption 3) and
strain rate (Assumption 1), the following set of two equations are derived as
σ=

σ 1+σ 2
2

or σ& =

σ& 1+σ& 2

n

σ&1

(42)

2

⎛ σ ⎞ 1 σ&
⎛σ ⎞
+ ε&0 ⎜⎜ 1 ⎟⎟ = 2 + ε&0 ⎜⎜ 2 ⎟⎟
E
E
⎝ Y1 ⎠
⎝ Y2 ⎠

n2

= ε&

To simplify the calculation, the parameters are normalized as σˆ =

(43)
σ
E

, Yˆ =

Y
, and
E

tˆ = tε&0 , so that Eqs. (42) and (43) are rewritten in the normalized form as

dσˆ1 dσˆ 2
dσˆ
+
=2
dtˆ
dtˆ
dtˆ
n1

dσˆ1 ⎛⎜ σˆ1 ⎞⎟
dσˆ 2 ⎛⎜ σˆ 2 ⎞⎟
+
+⎜ ⎟ =
dtˆ ⎝ Yˆ1 ⎠
dtˆ ⎜⎝ Yˆ2 ⎟⎠

(44)
n2

=

ε&
ε&0

(45)

Equations (44) and (45) can be solved for given material parameters Yˆ1 , Yˆ2 , n1,
n2, and a loading parameter,

⎧σˆ ⎫
dσˆ
σ&
=
. Note that plotting σ̂ vs. ⎨ 1 ⎬ is
dtˆ Eε& 0
⎩σˆ 2 ⎭
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equivalent to plotting

loading rate,

⎧ε e ⎫
vs. ⎨ 1e ⎬ . Since during loading at a constant normalized
E
⎩ε 2 ⎭

σ

dσ̂
= constant, Eqs. (44) and (45) are reduced to
dtˆ
⎞
⎛ dσˆ ˆ
2
dt − σˆ 1 ⎟
dσˆ 1 dσˆ 1 ⎜⎜ dtˆ
⎟
=
+
⎟
dtˆ
dtˆ 2 ⎜
Yˆ2
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝

n2

1 ⎛ σˆ ⎞
− ⎜ 1⎟
2 ⎜⎝ Yˆ1 ⎟⎠

n1

for Grain 1

(46)

which can be solved with the initial condition, σˆ1 (t = 0) = 0 . A similar equation is
derived for Grain 2. Subsequently, if the stress is held constant starting from the
time tˆ * , Eqs. (44) and (45) become
σˆ 1 (t ) + σˆ 2 (t ) = constant = σˆ 1 (tˆ*) + σˆ 2 (tˆ*)
dσˆ 1 1 ⎛⎜ σˆ 1* + σˆ 2* − σˆ 1 ⎞⎟
=
⎟
2 ⎜⎝
dtˆ
Yˆ2
⎠

n2

1 ⎛ σˆ ⎞
− ⎜ 1⎟
2 ⎜⎝ Yˆ1 ⎟⎠

(47)

n1

(48)

A model situation is simulated, taking material parameters of Y1/E = 0.005, n1 =
10, Y2/E = 0.004, and n2 = 5. The calculated elastic strain as a function of the
normalized loading rate (0.002, 0.02, 0.2, and 2) is exhibited in Figure 58. The
following insights regarding grain-level lattice strains could be gained from the
calculations.
(a)

The effect of relative grain strength (Y/E)
During loading at a constant stress rate, the grain-level load-partitioning is

governed by the magnitude of the relative strength of the grains (the ratio of yield
stress over Young’s modulus, Y/E) for different grain orientations. From Figure
58, it is obvious that the drift of the lattice strain during a stress-hold period will
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Figure 57. Schematic of the one-dimensional iso-strain model of two grains.

Figure 58. Elastic strain evolution at different loading rates and a subsequent
constant-load creep in Grain 1 (black solid curve) and Grain 2 (red dash curve).
Let’s pick up black curve with a normalized loading rate of 0.2 in Grain 1. A
constant loading rate is applied from O→A→B, followed by a stress holding
period. Lattice strain relaxes as B→C→D during this creep period. The final state
D actually corresponds to the initial lattice strain during hold on the black curve
with the normalized stress rate of 0.02.
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follow in opposite directions in the two grains. The direction of the drift depends
on the initial “split” of the lattice strain during the loading stage. Load tends to
transfer from the grain with a lower magnitude of Y/E to the grain with a higher
value of Y/E, which generates a compressive intergranular stress in the soft grain
(lower Y/E) and a corresponding tensile stress in the hard grain (higher Y/E).
(b)

The effect of loading rate and holding time
The magnitude of the lattice-strain drift is governed by the normalized

loading rate,

σ&
and the stress-holding time. Qualitatively, it can be seen that a
Eε&0

fast loading and a long hold result in a significant amount of the elastic-strain
“relaxation”. For instance, we pick up the black curve with a normalized loading
rate of 0.2 for Grain 1 in Figure 58. A constant loading rate is applied from
O→A→B, followed by a stress holding period. The lattice-strain relaxation follows
the route of B→C→D during this creep period. The final state, D, actually is
equivalent to the initial lattice strain during a stress hold, with a slower loading
rate of 0.02. In addition, it is observed from the calculation that the lattice-strain
drifting is transient in the early stage of the stress holding, followed by a constant
value as the holding time increases.
The temporal evolution of the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain during
creep measured by ND appears to be in agreement with the trends for the above
mentioned modeling results. The (200) oriented grains are experimentally
observed to accumulate tensile lattice strains [see Figure 53(a) and Section 5.5.3]
and share the load from the neighboring grains, which is consistent with the
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calculations, since (200) oriented grains show a maximal value of Y/E. Similar to
the model prediction, the lattice-strain drifting in (200) and (310) oriented grains
is transient within the primary creep regime [see Figure 53(a) and Section 5.5.3],
followed by constant lattice strains during secondary and tertiary creep regimes.
Although a concurrent decrease in other (hkl) lattice strains is not obvious from
the limited resolution of the ND data, the difference among the different (hkl)
plane-specific lattice strains during constant-load creep is clearly apparent.
5.6.3 Tensile Creep Mechanisms at 973 K
The stress dependence of the macroscopic creep behavior is studied to
identify the creep mechanism and the precipitate strengthening caused by the
resistance to dislocation motion. A stress exponent, n, of 4 and the homologous
temperature of 0.56 (T/Tm where T is the creep temperature of 973 K, and Tm is
the melting temperature of 1,723 K) as shown in Figure 49 provide evidence for
power-law creep mechanisms in the Fe-based matrix, during which the diffusioncontrolled dislocation climb is the dominant rate-controlling mechanism. This
trend is consistent with the findings of previous studies on the same alloy system
[35,167]. However, a significantly higher creep rate at 150 MPa falls outside the
range of the linear fit for power-law creep with the stress exponent of 4, as shown
in Figure 49(b). This observation suggests that the deformation mechanism in the
matrix at this stress level possibly shifts from a diffusion-controlled dislocation
climb power-law creep to a thermally-activated dislocation glide mechanism (a
power-law breakdown) [182-183]. It is generally accepted that under high
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stresses when power-law breakdown occurs, the creep-stress exponent
becomes larger than the corresponding value for power-law creep. Although only
a single data point for creep is measured at stress levels ≥ 150 MPa, it is indeed
striking that the creep rate at 150 MPa is higher by almost an order of magnitude
than the fitted line representing the stress dependence at low stresses [see
Figure 49(b)]. The following discussion provides further support for the transition
to a thermally-activated dislocation glide at higher stress levels. Firstly, it is
reported that the transition from the power-law creep to power-law breakdown
occurs at a distinct ratio between the minimal creep rate, ε& , and diffusion
coefficient, D: ε& / D ≈ 10 −13 m −2 [184-185]. Taking a self-diffusion coefficient of bcc
Fe with D = 2 x 10-18 m2/s, the creep rate at the transition is calculated to be
approximately 2 x 10-5/s, which compares favorably with the initial creep rate of
2.2 x 10-5/s at 150 MPa. Secondly, the stress level of 150 MPa is close to the
critical stress at which transition from the power-law creep to power-law
breakdown is observed for heat-resistant ferritic steels (see Figure 59, the
deformation mechanism map of ferritic Cr-Mo steels [183]). Substantial
acceleration of texture evolution at 150 MPa, as described in Section 5.5.4,
further indicate a greater contribution of the dislocation glide to the macroscopic
creep rate. Overall, these evidence support that the creep mechanism in the
matrix transits from power-law creep at 107 MPa to power-law breakdown at 150
MPa.
The precipitates strengthening effects with respect to their resistance to
the dislocation motion can be studied by the threshold-stress term, σth, in Eq.
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(25). The experimentally-observed threshold stress can be correlated to
dislocation-particle interactions, based on theories of dislocation looping,
dislocation local climb, general climb, and dislocation detachment. Among these
mechanisms, dislocation detachment may be ruled out for the studied alloy, as it
applies only to incoherent particles. An upper bound of a threshold stress is
associated with a dislocation-looping mechanism, and is given by the Orowan
stress, when dislocations bypass particles by bowing out on the glide plane.
Using Eq.(26) and taking ν = 0.32, b = 0.2514 nm, G = 46.1 GPa, r = 65 nm, f =
0.18, the calculated Orowan stress is equal to 188.7 MPa. The ratio of the
observed threshold stress (46.1 Mpa) to the calculated Orowan stress (188.7
MPa) is ~ 0.24. The ratio of the threshold stress to Orowan stress is 0.3 ~ 0.5 for
the dislocation local climb mechanism, while it is approximately an order of
magnitude lower for the general climb [131]. It can therefore be concluded that
dislocation local climb over particles is the dominant strengthening mechanism
for dislocation-precipitate interactions during tensile creep, which shows
agreement with the observed dislocation climbing over particles by TEM
characterization on the compressive crept samples as described in Section 4.3.4.
5.6.4 Temperature Dependence on Deformation Micromechanisms
The present research of lattice strain evolution during in-situ tension and
creep studied by neutron diffraction actually reveal the fingerprints for the
different

deformation

mechanisms

at

different

regimes

such

as

low

temperature/high stress levels and high temperature/low stress regimes. A
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deformation mechanism map of 1% Cr-Mo-V ferritic steel [183] (material similar
to the presently studied ferritic alloys) is illustrated in Figure 59, as a reference
for possible deformation mechanisms in the alloys. At low temperature and high
stress levels, deformation mechanism is dominated by dislocation slip. The
experimental observations are summarized as below:
(1)

The magnitudes of the different types of lattice strains are comparable to
that of the macroscopic strain below 773 K;

(2)

Intergranular strains are accumulated due to the plastic anisotropy of the
grains in a polycrystalline matrix and geometric constraints imposed by the
presence of grain boundaries;

(3)

Interphase load transfer from the matrix to the precipitate phase is
remarkable after plastic yielding of most grains;

(4)

Precipitate peak broadening occurs concurrently with the accumulation of
interphase lattice strains.
In contrast, at higher temperatures and lower levels of applied stress,

deformation mechanism changes to the power law creep. The macroscopic
plastic strain is still principally contributed by dislocation glide inside the
differently oriented grains. However, the plastic deformation is rate dependent
and the rate controlling factor is diffusion assisted dislocation climb process
inside the grains. The experimental observations are summarized as below:
(1)

The magnitudes of the different types of (hkl) lattice strains are much
lower than that of the macroscopic strain above 873 K at high stress levels;
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Figure 59. Deformation mechanism map of 1% Cr-Mo-V steel [183]. The circles
highlight the dominant mechanism of dislocation slip at low temperature and high
stress levels, and power-law creep at high temperature and low stress levels.
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(2)

Intergranular and interphase load transfers are not as substantial as
during plastic deformation at lower temperatures.

(3)

There is no evidence of precipitate peak broadening within the plastic
regime.
These significant findings suggest that the geometric constrains imposed

by grain boundaries become very weak at high temperatures and the possibility
of grain boundary sliding and/or diffusional flow along grain boundary increases,
which largely relax the accumulation of intergranular strains. Similarly, diffusional
flow along the matrix-precipitate interface can also relax the interphase strain,
which leads to the lowering of load transfer from the matrix to the precipitate
phase. Therefore, the absence or insufficient generation of intergranular and
interphase strains at high temperatures and under low stress levels suggests that
plastic deformation above 873 K is assisted by grain boundary sliding, and/or
diffusional flow along the grain boundaries and the interphase boundaries.
5.6.5 Comparison between CPFEM and Experimental Results
The intragranular local phase strains predicted by CPFEM are shown in
Figure 60, in comparison to the experimental measurements during in-situ
tension at 773 K. The input material parameters with the best fitting are listed in
Table 11. The slip system we considered in the simulation is {110} slip planes
and <111> slip directions, as the primary slip system for bcc materials.
Quantitative agreement within the elastic deformation regime at 773 K is good.
The elastic-plastic transition and subsequent load transfer from the matrix to the
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precipitate are well captured by the model. However, only qualitative agreement
is obtained for plastic deformation above applied tensile stress of 600 MPa. The
saturation of (hkl) lattice strains in the matrix and substantial load transfer to the
precipitate doesn’t match perfectly with neutron diffraction measurements. The
predicted compressive/tensile lattice strains accumulated in the matrix/precipitate
are lower as compared to experimental results.
If we revisit Figure 27 which shows the macroscopic stress-strain behavior
during quasi-static tension at 773 K, it is obvious that creep is severe over a time
period of 40 minutes with an applied stress level above 600 MPa, during which
neutron diffraction data were collected. As described by the iso-strain two-grain
model in Section 5.6.2, lattice drifting occurs during constant stress hold and the
drifting direction is compressive for soft grain/phase and tensile for hard
grain/phase. Therefore, it is expected that the average lattice strain for the β΄
phase during long-time stress hold will be higher than the strain without stress
hold. Based on this insight, we then include the creep effects for the lattice strain
evolution above 773 K. The modified model shows improvements in fitting the
experimental data, as shown in Figure 50(b). In particular, the difference between
the measured data and the predicted average precipitate lattice strains during
stress hold at 600 and 660 MPa becomes smaller. The lattice strain drifting in
both phases appears to split in opposite directions as expected, which is
consistent with the results from the one dimensional model described in Section
5.6.2. However, the lattice strain saturation in the matrix is still not satisfactorily
predicted.
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Table 11. Input material parameters of β and β΄ phases for simulating the lattice
strain evolution during tension at 773 K.

C11

C12

C44

τ0

τs

(GPa)

(GPa)

(GPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

β

198

164

98

150

β΄

190

165

106

500

162

N

H0

q

157

10

100

1.0

800

10

100

1.0

(a)

(b)
Figure 60. Simulated lattice strain evolution by CPFEM through (a) continuous
loading, and (b) continuous loading and stress hold at 600 and 660 MPa which
considers the creep effects during stress hold. Measured intragranular phase
strains inside (200) and (420) oriented grains are also plotted for comparison.
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5.7

Summary
In-situ tension and creep experiments studied by neutron diffraction

provide insights into the deformation micromechanisms at elevated temperatures.
The

following

micromechanisms

could

be

determined

for

creep

deformation in the (Ni,Fe)Al-strengthened ferritic superalloy at 973 K from
macroscopic-strain measurements and in-situ ND. At a low stress level of 107
MPa, the material undergoes power-law creep, which is dominated by dislocation
climb as the rate-controlling factor. The β and β΄ average phase strains and
lattice misfit remain essentially constant during the primary and secondary creep
regimes. However, load transfer occurs at the intergranular level along the axial
direction during the primary creep, with increased load sharing by the (200) and
(310) oriented grains. The experimentally-observed grain-level lattice strain
evolution is in agreement with the predictions of an iso-strain two-grain model,
which indicates a transient increase in the lattice strains during primary creep. At
a high stress level of 150 MPa, the creep-deformation mechanism shifts to a
power-law breakdown regime and deformation is governed by thermallyactivated dislocation glide, along with an accelerated development of (110) grain
orientation texture along the axial direction. During this regime, load is
transferred from the plastically-deformed matrix to the elastically-deformed
precipitates.
In-situ neutron diffraction experiments during tension provide fingerprints
for the deformation micromechanisms at elevated temperatures. Under
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dislocation slip mechanism at high stress levels and low temperatures (below
873 K), intergranular and interphase load transfer from matrix to precipitates are
effective in the plastic regime. The superposition of the intragranular local phase
strain on the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain has been clearly revealed by
neutron diffraction. Precipitate peak broadening is observed during plastic regime,
which is possibly associated with the misorientation of the precipitates
subsequent to dislocation climb bypassing the precipitates. Under power-law
creep mechanism at low stresses and high temperatures (above 873 K), the lack
of apparent intergranular and interphase load transfers in the plastic regime
suggests that deformation is assisted by grain boundary sliding or diffusional flow
along matrix-precipitate interface that largely relax the intergranular and
interphase lattice strains. Crystal-plasticity finite-element simulations show
qualitative agreement with neutron diffraction measurements.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Combined computational and experimental techniques have been utilized
to

investigate

the

structure-property

relationships

and

deformation

micromechanisms of newly-designed ferritic superalloys. The alloys are
strengthened by coherent ordered NiAl precipitates, and show good creep and
coarsening resistance for potential applications in ultra-supercritical steam
turbines.
The first-principles method has been applied to calculate Fe self-diffusivity,
and impurity diffusivities for various transition element solutes in bcc Fe. The
current computational study is motivated by the need for identifying the slow
diffusing solutes in the bcc Fe matrix that is desirable for the optimization of
coarsening and creep resistance. Calculated and measured self and impurity
diffusivities are found to agree with the available experimental data, within a
factor of five over a temperature range of 800 to 1184 K. The results from firstprinciple calculations show that all the solutes have lower diffusion activation
energies and, therefore, higher diffusivities as compared to Fe self-diffusion. For
W the calculated impurity-diffusion coefficient is comparable to and larger than
the Fe self-diffusivity in the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases, respectively.
The accuracy of the results obtained in this study suggests that the proposed
computational approach should provide a useful tool to aid in the development of
kinetic databases for such alloy-design efforts.
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Experimentally, the effects of Al on the precipitate attributes and
compressive creep properties have been studied in model ferritic superalloys
with varying amounts of Al, in order to establish the baseline information of
composition-structure-property relationships. The precipitate size, spacing, and
volume fraction have been quantified by synchrotron-based ultra small angle Xray scattering in conjunction with transmission electron microscopy. As the
amount of Al increases from 4 to 10 wt.% in the alloys, ~ 40% decrease in the
average inter-particle spacing and ~ 30% reduction of the particle diameter were
observed. The effect of Al on the precipitate size is discussed with respect to the
precipitation nucleation and coarsening behavior. The alloy with the optimal
creep resistance has been identified as the alloy containing 6.5 wt.% Al. Orowan
looping and dislocation climb are detected by TEM as the dislocation-particle
interaction modes. The magnitude of the Orowan stress, governed by the particle
radius and volume fraction, suggests a correlation between microstructure and
creep properties. A maximal Orowan stress associated with the optimal creep
resistance in FBB6.5 alloy implies an optimal precipitate configuration that
provides a strong resistance to dislocation motion.
In addition, in-situ neutron diffraction studies have been performed on the
optimal creep-resistant alloy with the aim to gain insight into the deformation
micromechanisms at elevated temperatures. Intergranular and interphase load
transfers during high-temperature tension and creep are clearly revealed from
neutron diffraction experiments. From the measured (hkl) lattice strains and
peak-profile changes, we are able to interpret the crucial information of
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deformation micromechanisms at elevated temperatures. Under the dislocationslip mechanism (below 873 K), intergranular and interphase load transfers from
the matrix to precipitates are effective in the plastic regime, with corresponding
peak broadening in the precipitate phase. Under power-law creep mechanisms
(above 873 K), the lack of apparent intergranular and interphase load transfers
suggests that plastic deformation is assisted by grain-boundary sliding or
diffusional flow along the matrix-precipitate interface that largely relaxes the
intergranular and interphase lattice strains. Crystal-plasticity finite-element
simulation shows qualitative agreement with neutron diffraction measurements.
Futher improvement in finite-element simulation results are achieved after the
creep effect on the lattice-strain drifting is incorporated in the model.
The major conclusions in this work as summarized above are focused on
the bulk material and mechanical behavior at elevated temperatures up to 973 K.
The following topics will be recommended as future work, to further explore the
potential structural application of ferritic superalloys at elevated temperatures.
Completion of these works will lead to a crucial understanding of the structureproperty relationships at higher temperatures and lower stresses, before a
decision on the detailed structural components can be made for USC steam
turbine applications.
(1)

Calculation of diffusivities in non-dilute alloying system using first
principles in conjunction with kinetic Monte Carlo method, and prediction
of the solute diffusivities as a function of element concentration;
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(2)

Mechanical properties (creep, tension, and thermal fatigue) above 973 K,
especially the creep property at stress levels close to 35 MPa;

(3)

Characterization of the matrix-precipitate interface and grain boundaries
as a function of temperature and stress using in-situ TEM or highresolution TEM;

(4)

Detailed microstructure and dislocation characterizations using TEM in the
creep deformed samples as a function of temperature, stress, and creep
time;

(5)

Development of a creep model which incorporates temporal evolution of
microstructures that affect the creep resistance (e.g., precipitate
coarsening) to quantitatively predict the long-term creep behavior at low
stresses;

(6)

Oxidation and steam corrosion behavior at and above 973 K;

(7)

Exploration of other neutron/synchrotron X-ray techniques and/or new
interpretation ways to boost the material information that can be directly or
indirectly obtained from scattering methods.
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A.1

Mathematical Function for Gaussian Peak Profile in GSAS
The peak profile function utilized to perform Rietveld refinement and single

peak fitting on the measured neutron-diffraction patterns is the Gaussian type
Time of Flight (TOF) profile function, 1, as described on Page 143 in General
Structure Analysis System (GSAS) manual [157]. This function is adopted from
Jorgensen and Von Dreele’s published work [186] as

[

H (ΔT ) = N e u erfcy + e v erfcz

]

(A.1)

where ΔT is the difference in TOF between the reflection position, Tph, and the
profile point, T; the terms N, u, v, y, and z are dependent on the profile
coefficients. The function erfc is the complementary error function. The profile
function, Eq. (A.1), is the result of convoluting two back-to-back exponentials with
a Gaussian, as
H (ΔT ) = G (ΔT − τ )E (τ )dτ

∫

E (τ ) =

(A.2)

2 Neατ for τ < 0

(A.3)

2 Ne − βτ for τ > 0

where α and β are the rise and decay coefficients for the exponentials. The
Gaussian function is
G (ΔT − τ ) =

1
2πσ

2

[

exp − (ΔT − τ ) / 2σ 2
2

]

(A.4)

These functions when convoluted give the profile function in Eq.(A.1). The
normalized factor, N, and coefficients of u, v, y, z in Eq. (A.1) are functions of
three coefficients, α, β, and σ2, given by
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N=

u=

v=

α
2

αβ

(ασ

(βσ
2

β

y=

z=

(A.5)

2(α + β )

2

)

(A.6)

)

(A.7)

+ 2ΔT

2

− 2ΔT

ασ 2 + ΔT

(A.8)

2σ 2

βσ 2 − ΔT

(A.9)

2σ 2

The coefficients α, β, and σ2 show different dependencies on the reflection dspacing as
α = α 0 + α1 / d

(A.10)

β = β 0 + β1 / d 4

(A.11)

(

)

σ 2 = σ 02 + σ 12 d 2 + σ 22 d 4 + σ 12e d 2 + σ 22e d 4 cos 2 Φ

(A.12)

In addition, the profile function considers the deviation of diffraction lines from
their positions based on the lattice parameter, which is induced by isotropic and
anisotropic strain as

(

)

ΔT = T − T ph − ε i d − ε a d cos Φ − ε A

(hk )2 + (hl )2 + (kl )2

(h

2

+ k2 + l2

)

2

(A.13)

Thus the profile function has twelve coefficients (α0, α1, β0, β1, σ 02 , σ 12 , σ 22 , σ 1e2 ,
2
σ 2e
, εi, εa, and εA) that are refined by GENLES subroutine in GSAS.
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A.2

Methodology for Crystal-Plasticity Finite Element Modeling
The framework of CPFEM methodology and the constitutive equations

governing deformation within grains were elaborately described in the papers
published by Pierce et al., Bower and Wininger, and Zheng et al [160-162]. A
summary of the methodology is described as follows.
From the kinematics point of view, the total deformation gradient can be
decomposed into the elastic and plastic deformation gradients as
Fij = ∂xi / ∂X j = Fike Fkjp

(A.14)

where the elastic deformation gradient Fike is related to (1) the Cauchy stress σ ij
by Jσ ij = FikeTkl F jle and J = det (F e ) , and (2) the elastic Lagrange-Green strain
through Eije = (1 / 2 )(Fkie Fkje − δ ij ) . Tij is the material stress tensor defined by Hook’s
law as Tij = Cijkl E kle . The plastic deformation gradient Fike follows Schmid’s Law to
calculate the slip in the polycrystalline grains with given sets of slip systems as
F&ikp Fkjp −1 =

N SLIP

γ& α s α m α
∑
α
( ) ( )
i

( )
j

(A.15)

=1

where γ& (α ) is the slip strain rate of the αth slip system, si(α ) is the slip direction,
m (jα ) is the slip plane normal, and NSLIP is the total number of slip systems.

Power-law flow rule and the Peirce-Asaro-Needleman hardening law are utilized
to determine the slip strain rate as
α

0⎛

γ& = γ& ⎜⎜

τα ⎞

N

⎟
α ⎟
⎝g ⎠
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(A.16)

g& α =

∑β hαβ | γ& β |

(A.17)

where γ& 0 is the characteristic strain rate, τ α is the resolved shear stress
expressed by τ α = mi(α ) Fije−1 Jσ jk Fkle S l(α ) , g α is the flow strength of the slip system, N
is the stress exponent, hαβ is the hardening moduli. The latent and self hardening
moduli are respectively given by

[

hαβ = hαα q + (1 − q )δ αβ

hαα = h0sech 2

h0γ
τ s −τ 0

]

(A.18)

(A.19)

where h0 is the initial hardening modulus, τ 0 is the initial slip strength, τ s is the
saturation slip strength, and q is the latent hardening coefficient. The overall slip
strain γ is obtained from γ = ∫ ∑α | γ& (α ) |dt .
t

0

The simulation is based on a ABAQUS user-defined material (UMAT)
subroutine modified by Zheng et al. [162]. The initial input parameters for CPFEM
include stiffness C11, C12, and C44 as the single crystal elastic constants for cubic
materials, the stress exponent N, the characteristic strain rate γ& 0 , the initial
hardening modulus h0, the initial slip strength τ0, the saturation slip strength τs,
and the latent hardening coefficient q, for both the matrix and the precipitate
phases.
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